EPIMONE AND DIATRIBE:
DWELLING ON THE POINT
IN PS.-HERMOGENES*
Dedicated to Professor Dr. Dr. h.c. Hans Herter

In the IIsel flS{}6öov öSlv6TrrrO~ attributed to Hermogenes the
term ÖtaTelß~ appears under the heading IIsel nSelTT6T'YJTO~ (section 5) and is defined as the "ßeaxio~ ÖtaVO~flaTo~ '!j{}l'XOV B'XTaat~,
lva lflflslVrJ TO ij{}o~ TOV AiyoVTO~ lv Tff yvwflrJ TOV a'XoVoVTO~." 1)
*) The following editions and standard works will be cited repeatedly
throughout this study by the abbreviations indicated:
a. Editions
AristotIe, Ars Rhetorica - Aristotelis Ars Rhetorica, ed. R. Kassel (Berlin
197 6).
CalboIi-Cornifici Rhetorica ad C.Herennium, ed. with comm. by G.CalboIi
(Edizioni e saggi universitari di filologia classica, Bologna 1969).
Caplan-[Cicero] Ad C.Herennium de ratione dicendi (Rhetorica ad Herennium)
ed. with trans. by Harry Caplan (Cambridge, Loeb ed. 1954).
Halm-Rhetores Latini Minores, ed. C.Halm (Leipzig 1863).
Hermogenes-Hermogenis Opera, ed. H.Rabe (Stuttgart, rep. ed. 1969).
Peri methodou- "Hermogenes", IIeet IJ-e{}or5ov r5f;LvO-Crj1:oc; in Rabe's edition of
Hermogenes, 414-456. The author of this work will be referred to
as Ps.-Hermogenes.
Quintilian-M.Fabii Quintiliani Institutionis Oratoriae Libri XII, ed. L.Radermaeher (rec. V.Buchheit, Leipzig 1959), 2 vols.
Rhetorica ad Herennium or Rhet. ad Her.- [Cicero] Ad C. Herennium de ratione
dicendi, ed. F.Marx (rec. W. Trillitzsch, Leipzig 1964).
Spengel-Rhetores Graeci, ed. L.Spengel (3 vols., Leipzig 1854-1856; vol. I,
pt. 2, ed. C.Hammer, Leipzig 1894).
Walz-Rhetores Graeci, ed. C. Walz (9 vols., Stuttgart and Tübingen 183218 36).
b. Standard Works
Ernesti-Lexicon Technologiae Graecorum Rhetoricae, ed. J.Ernesti (Leipzig
1795)·
Kennedy, Roman-George Kennedy, The Art of Rhetoric in the Roman World,
300 B.C.-A.D. 300 (Princeton 1972).
Lausberg- H. Lausberg, Handbuch der literarischen Rhetorik, eine Grundlegung
der Literaturwissenschaft (2 vols., München 1960) - numbers given will
refer to sections in volume 1.
Martin- J.Martin, Antike Rhetorik, Technik und Methode (Handbuch der
Altertumswissenschaft II 3; München 1974).
1) Hermogenes 418. The tradition that Hermogenes wrote this treatise should be abandoned in view of E. Bürgi's studies entitled "Ist die dem
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The author illustrates his definition by quoting the opening
sentence of Demosthenes' oration Against Meidias ".~v pb
aaeAyetaV ~a;' .~v i5ßetv, fJ ned~ änaV7:a~ ad xefj.at MetMa~, oVCJeva
ovf}' vf-lwv ov.e .Wv aAAwv nOAt7:WV ayvoeiv o'tof-laL," an expansion
of the thought ".~v f-lSv i5ßetV MetMov mlV7:e~ 'tau." The prooimion
of Demosthenes' On the Crown is listed as a second example but
not quoted.
The fact that Peri methodou is describing a rhetorical figure
already was noticed by Johannes Ernesti in 1795 (p. 83). Ernesti
gives commoratio, excursio, and eneuloCJtOv, "quo orator subinde
utitur, ornatus atque amplificationis gratia," as terms equivalent
to diatribe 2 ) in various rhetorical writings, inc1uding the Peri
methodou, and his identifications are followed by the Thesaurus
Linguae Craecae (TLC, Paris 1831-1865) in its artic1e CJta.etßf}
(III 1359)' Unfortunate1y, the wide1y-used Liddell-Scott- Jones
Creek English Lexicon 3 ) did not follow the TLC in this instance
and thus became the probable source for some later confusion,
wh n it defined diatribe in Peri methodou as a "short ethical treatise
or leeture" and quoted only four words of the Greek definition,
ßeaxeo~ &avof}f-la.o~ ijf}t~OV l~7:aat~.

Perhaps the errar in LSJ would have been of little importance, if Franz Susemihl had not also encountered diatribe in
Peri methodou and cited the first ha;f of the Greek explanation
(up to l~7:aO't~) to describe the Diatribai of Bion of Borysthenes 4). Susemihl refers to Walz's edition of the treatise (III 406),
Hermogenes zugeschriebene Schrift I1f:ei pdJ600v OEw6Trrr:Ot; echt?", in
Wiener Studien 48 (1930), 187-197, and 49 (1931), 40-69. See also D.Hagedorn, Zur Ideenlehre des Hermogenes (Hypomnemata 8,1964,84-85; L.Radermacher, "Hermogenes", RE 8, I, 872-873. I, therefore, will refer to the
author of Peri methodou as Ps.-Hermogenes.
We should not ignore the possibility, however, that some of the
material does go back to Hermogenes (cf. Bürgi, WS 1931, 69). Perhaps,
as G.Kennedy has remarked (Roman 633), the work "contains genuine
pieces of his theory loosely put together by some editor to supply a work
whose existence was promised but not fulfilled."
2) Following the usual practice, I will treat all of the Latin and Greek
names for rhetorical figures and technical terms as if they were English
words. Most Greek terms, further, will be transliterated after their first
appearance.
3) Revised ed. with supplement (Oxford 1968), 416, hereafter cited
as LSj.
4) Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur in der Alexanderzeit I (Leipzig
1891), 36, note 1°5. The first modern scholar to apply diatribe to the works
of Bion (but not in connection with its use in Peri methodou) seems to have
been H. Usener in Epicurea (rep. ed. Stuttgart 1966, LXIX); cf. E. G.
18 Rhein. Mus. f. Philol. 123/3-4
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but prints ~{}tU~ Bu{}eau;, instead of Walz's ~{}tuov BU7:aat~, a
change which obviously alters the meaning. With this version in
mind Susemihl wrote that diatribes are "nichtdialogische, und
zwar wohl mehr oder weniger zwanglose kurze Aufsätze über
ethische Themen." His exclusion of dialogue was criticized by
Rudolf Hirzel and Theodore Burgess 5), but neither of them corrected the misapplication of Ps.-Hermogenes' definition. Later,
the direct influence of Susemihl appears in the work of G. C.
Fiske and D. R. Dudley. Fiske sees the diatribe of Bion as "a
short disquisition of informal character upon an ethical theme,"
and he quotes the first half of the definition from Peri methodou,
using the reading ~{}tU~ Bx{}eat~6). In his history of Cynicism
Dudley writes " the definition ofHermogenes is worth quoting(jta7:etß~ BaTt ßeaxio~ (jtavof;fla7:0~ ~{}tX~ Bx{}e(]t~ 'Diatribe is a
moral exposition of some brief topic.''' 7)
Dudley, like Fiske, cites Walz, III 406, despite the fact that
~{}tU~ Bx{}eat~ does not occur there, but rather seems to have
come into circulation through Susemihl. More recently, C. J.
de Vogel, possibly relying on Dudley (whom she mentions in
her bibliography), continues the unfortunate traditions of citing
only part of "Hermogenes'" definition and of employing the
reading ~{}tU~ Bx{}eat~8).
The misinterpretation of Ps.-Hermogenes' diatribe, however, is not limited to those influenced by Susemihl. For exarnple, in his "Eclectisme philosophique et lieux communs: a
Schmid, "Diatribai", Der kleine Pauly Il 1577. On the word as a tide, see
Susemihl, loc. cit., O.Halbauer, De diatribis Epicteti (Dissertation Leipzig
1911), 5-7; ].F.Kindstrand, Bion 0/ Borysthenes, A Collection 0/ the Fragments
with introduction and commentary (Studia Graeca Upsaliensia 11, Uppsala
1976), 23- 2 5.
5) R.Hirzel, Der Dialog, ein literarhistorischer Versuch I (Leipzig 1895)
369, note 2; T.C.Burgess, "Epideictic Literature", Studies in Classical Philology III (Chicago 1902) 235. Burgess quotes the definition after Spengel's
text (Il 429), which has Tjr}"xov SxTaGU;.
6) Lucilius and Horace, a Study in the Classical Theory 0/ Imitation (University of Wisconsin Studies in Language and Literature 7, 1920; rep.
Hildesheim 1966), 180. In his footnote on the Hermogenes definition (note
136, p. 215) Fiske cites Walz IIl, 406, who, as we have stated, does not have
the TjiJ",,"J Sx{)EGt,. Since Fiske cites Susemihl (I 36, n. 105) in his note 133,
the influence of the German scholar's citation may be taken for granted.
7) A History 0/ Cynicism /rom Diogenes to the 6th Century A. D. (London 1937; rep. Hildesheim 1967), 11 I.
8) C.]. de Vogel, Creek Philosophy, A Collection 0/ Texts with Notes and
Explanations, IlI, The Hellenistic Roman Period (Leiden 1959) 318. De Vogel
also refers to Walz IIl, 406.
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propos de la 'diatribe romaine'" Alain Michel properly notes
concerning "diatribe" that "les rheteurs donnaient a ce mot un
sens technique precis." He then continues, "i! s'agissait d'une
forme litteraire dans laquelle l'orateur repetait et developpait
une pensee fondee sur l' 'ethos' pour la graver dans l'esprit de
l'auditeur; on voit qu'il s'agit plutet de direction de conscience
que de 'philosophie populaire.'" 9) Michel refers to TLG (IH
1359 B) as his source, and he clearly is offerring a paraphrase of
the "Hermogenes" passage quoted there. The paraphrase is
marred, naturally, by the insertion of the words "forme litteraire," which are not justined by the context of the Greek, and
by the application of the description oE the ngure diatribe to the
rhetorical genre commonly known as the Cynic-Stoic diatribe.
Another scholar, Michael Coffey, seems to have realized that
the "Hermogenes" passage was not quite sufncient for a deseription oE the genre, but he still neither quotes the full definition nor corrects the misconceptions concerning it. Coffey writes
oE diatribe that "the word was denned narrowly by Hermogenes,
a Greek theorist of the second century A. D. as 'the development of a short ethical notion,' but it also comprised a wide
range of moralizing discourse, reports of the teachings oE various
sages, anecdotes, and ready-made ethical judgements." 10)
The one benent that has resulted from the misunderstanding
oE Ps.-Hermogenes' diatribe is the stress on the ethical content
oE the genre diatribe. The absence of references to an interlocutor and the stress on brevity, however, can produce a distorted picture oE the rhetorical form used by Bion, Teles, and
others. For instance, Oswyn Murray has written of the diatribe
that "its elements are short ethical discussions on a theme, rhetorically developed and provided with numerous examples;
these could easily be combined to form longer treatises on a
general topiC."ll) Further, Murray thinks that some sections of
"philosophical works :reee;' ßamJ..eta,;" supply the best examples
of the diatribe. We cannot digress here to indicate the merits
9) Latomus 70 (1964) 485, n. 1.
10) Roman Satire (London 1976), 92. Coffey's attitude seems to be
elose to that of E.].Kenney (ed. Lucretius, De rerum natura, Book 111,
Cambridge 1971, 17), who cites the Greek definition, following Rabe's
text, but notes of "diatribe" that "in practice it approached the status of
a subliterary genre, one of a number of such genres of a generally homiletic
type."
II) "Philodemus on the Good King According to Homer," JRS 55
(1965) 173. Murray does not mention Hermogenes.
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and disadvantages of such a view, but we should note that the
basic description, with its omission of the interlocutor and its
emphasis on brevity, seems to be related to those notions of
diatribe based on Ps.-Hermogenes.
Thus fa.r in the present study we have seen examples of the
misapplication of Ps.-Hermogenes' comments on diatribe, occasioned largely by disregard for the context in which the word
appears in Peri methodou 12 ). It remains now for us to investigate
that context and to show that diatribe there is a rhetorical figure,
unrelated to the genre diatribe. In order to prove our contention
we sha11 show that the term occurs in conjunction with three
other figures, which we sha11 attempt to identify, and that, on
the basis of the illustrations given by Ps.-Hermogenes, diatribe
seems to be the equivalent of the figure bUf-loviJ} "dwelling on
the point."
Our first concern must be with the nature of the Peri methodou and of the section entitled Peri perittotetos, which contains
the definition under investigation. Study of the treatise would
be greatily facilitated, if we could assume that Hermogenes is
the author and therefore refer back to his IIegt lbewv as the final
authority on a11 questions involving technical terms. Since it is
unlikely that Hermogenes is the author (see note I above), however, even though some of the material may go back to hirn, we
must be cautious about any assumption that certain passages in
the Peri methodou rest on an Hermogenean basis. The contents
of the treatise have aptly been described as "a series of disconnected chapters, on figures and other aspects of style," 13) and
bear little resemblance to the careful order of a work such as
12) The most recent example of this common er rar seems to be G. L.
Kustas, "Diatribe in Ancient Rhetorical Theory", Protocol 0/ the TwentySecond Colloquy 0/ the Center /or Hermeneutical Studies in Hellenistic and Modern
Culture(Berkeley 1976),1-15 (cited hereafter as Kustas, "Diatribe"). Compare my remarks in the same volume, 27-32. In my dissertation, A History
0/ the Diatribe /rom its Origin up to the First Century B. C. and a Study 0/ the
Influence 0/ the Genre upon Lucretius III, SjO-I094 (University of IlIinois at
Urbana-Champaign 1974), which Kustas cites on 1,4, and 6, I quoted Peri
methodou's complete definition and gave a brief analysis, pointing out that
it is explaining a figure and has nothing to do with the genre "diatribe"
(pp. 16-18 and 319, notes 10-15). Kustas (6-9) includes a partial translation
and paraphrase of Ps.-Hermogenes' discussion of diatribe and of the remarks on that passage made by the 12th century commentator Gregory of
Corinth, who also is mentioned by Ernesti (83). The text of Gregory's
commentary on Peri methodou is in Walz VII, pt. 2, 1090-1352.
13) Kennedy, Roman, 633.
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Peri ideon I4 ). Among the chapters are found not only discussions
of figures such as epanalepsis, asyndeton, and antithesis (Rabe's
chapters 9, II, and 1 5), but also comments on how to anticipate
the opponent's "proposition" (chapter 23) and on the functions
of deliberative speech, dialogue, comedy, tragedy, and the Socratic symposium15). The variety of the material included naturally leads us to wonder whether the tide attached to it actually
belongs to the work or merely reflects an attempt to supply a
missing treatise by Hermogenes through the easy method of
adding its tide to an anonymous writing (cf. note 1 above). The
passages of the Peri ideon where Hermogenes refers to a Peri
methodou deinotetos have been collected and discussed by Bürgi
(WS 1931) and Hagedorn (pp. 84-85), who have demonstrated
a lack of correspondence between the references in Peri ideon
and the contents of Peri methodou. In fact, a perusal of Bürgi's
studies leaves one with the impression that litde can be characterised as exclusively Hermogenean in Peri methodou. Further,
although, as Bürgi (WS 1931, p. 54) has observed, we cannot
know precisely what an ancient work on stylistic deinotes would
have contained, still Peri methodou deinotetos does not seem to
merit its tide. There is no discussion of the meaning of deinotes,
and several of the chapters, such as 1-3, seem to have no place
in a study of the forceful style I6 ). What we probably do have
here is an incomplete work which takes what coherence it has
from the author's tendency to use a catechistic style and from
the predominance of rhetorical figures among its topics 17). Thus,
we should not take it for granted that our definition of diatribe
appeared in a finished treatise delineating only figures or concepts related to deinotes, but we need not rule out any connection
between the figure and the stylistic form.
14) On this point see especially Bürgi (WS 1930), 188-197.
15) Bürgi (WS 1930), 191-192, lists and partly translates the thirtyseven headings of Peri methodou. Rabe's edition varies slightly in that it
does not indude heading number 6.
16) Both Radermacher (see note I above) and Bürgi (WS 1931, 61)
have called attention to the fact that the term deinotes occurs only once in
the treatise (in addition to its indusion in the title). References to chapters
and sections of Peri methodou which do not seem to belong to a discussion
of deinotes are to be found in Bürgi (WS 193 I) 55 ff.
On the concept of deinotes in Hermogenes, cf. Hagedorn, 33-41;
L. Voit, LJEINOTHr, ein antiker Stilbegriff (Leipzig 1934), 54-67.
17) The catechistic style of the treatise is analyzed by Bürgi (WS
1930),192-193. In his 1931 (WS) study, p. 55, Bürgi mentions the prevalence of "Sinnfigllren", which he listed in his 1930 (WS) artide (191-192).
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Problems concerning the tide of the work, however, need
not affect the discussion of our next point, which is the significance of the designation Peri perittotetos which heads section 5
of Peri methodou. The term perittotes seems to denote a quality or
characteristic of style, probably related to auxesis or amplificatio,
but it does not correspond to any one of the virtues or forms of
style listed by authorities on rhetoric. Rather, it seems to be a
subcategory which fits under one or more of the virtues and
serves a descriptive or organizational purpose, perhaps in the
same fashion as the heading IIeet TOV nAeovaaflov in Phoibammon (Spengel III, 46), under which we find the figures periphrasis and epimone listed. The Byzantine commentator Gregory
of Corinth thought that perittotes was a kind of neetßOA~, not
identical with that Hermogenean form, but "lying beneath it." 18)
, ue,
.1:'
<
<
"
'I:
'
H e remar ks (114
6 .10-11,
) '"WTeov
w~ r; "aTa Jl.e"w neetTToTr;~
"aTa TOV 'Eefloyevr;v flH}o06~ eau Tij~ neetßOAij~, w~ aVTo~ ev
neet TaVTr;~ A6ycp q;r;a{v."

T0

Although the word perittotes does not occur anywhere in
Hermogenes' discussion of peribole in Peri ideon, the adjective
perittos (in the form neetn0, P.279) and the verb neetTUVet
(p. 286) do. Thus, Gregory may have inferred a connection between perittotes and peribole from the use of neetn0 and neetTuvet, and from the fact that perittotes, like peribole, is related to
auxesis. We, however, should remember that Gregory thought
that he was commenting on a genuine work by Hermogenes and
that he therefore turned to the Peri ideon, when he needed a
category under which he could fit perittotes. Unlike Gregory, we
cannot take Hermogenean authorship of the Peri methodou as a
18) Walz VII, pt. 2, II47,2-6. Vide Kustas, "Diatribe", II, who
cites Gregory (1147) and refers to peribole as Amplitude, a translation which
he also uses in his Studies in Byzantine Rhetoric (Analekta Blatadon 17,
Thessalonike 1973, 13). I prefer the translation "amplification" (LSj 1370),
which better indicates the nature of the form and its connection with auxesis
(on which consult Hagedorn, 46-47).
Concerning the date of Gregory of Corinth and his tendency to indulge in "oft etwas kritiklos und eilfertig zusammengetragenem Material",
see B.A.Müller in RE 7, 1849-1850; cp. H.Hunger, Die hochsprachliche
profane Literatur der BYzantiner I (Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft 12,
5.1; München 1978), 84-85.
The recension and origin of Gregory's work is discussed in T. F. A.
Gerber, Quae in commentariis a Gregorio Corinthio in Hermogenem scriptis vetustiorum commentariorum vestigia deprehendi possint (Dissertation Kiel 1891),
7ff., on which see Hammer, Berlin. Phil. Wochenschrift 10 (1873), 456-458,
and RE 7, 1850.
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rationale for postulating a relationship between perittotes and
peribole, but neither must we reject the possibility that Gregory's
disposition has some validity. The scholiast defines perittotes
(II47.1-2) as "Ta naeeAxOv ;cal ij nee{a(wa ;cal ij neeLßOAiJ TWv
U~ewv ;cal Ta Tar~ aVTa;;~ U~eaL xeija{}m", a description which is
broad (and vague) enough to cover the contents of Ps.-Hermogenes' section 5, in which no specific definition of the term is
given. If, on the basis of the figures listed as parts of it, we grant
that perittotes is compatible with Gregory's definition, then we
may say that this quality and its figures could have been subsumed under peribole. What we cannot rrove, lacking an authority other than Gregory, is that they al were ever so elassified.
Perittotes in Peri methodou generally has been translated into
English as "redundancy" (cf. LSJ, 1387), perhaps under the influence of Emesti's rendering of the term as "redundantiam dictionis" (261). Redundancy, however, has a rather negative connotation and would be a suitable translation only if the author
were depicting a stylistic fault, which he elearly is not doing.
There are, of course, words associated with bad style which
share the root perissos with perittotes. For instance, Quintilian
(8,6.61; cf. Lausberg 593) mentions neeLaaoAoy{a as a vitium contrasting with periphrasis. Demetrius (5.247; cf. Lausberg 1073),
further, provides us with the term neeLaaOTexv{a, when he wams
of the danger involved in using antitheses and paromoia in periods,
if one is striving for deinotes. Both of these examples convey the
notion of "too much" of something, however, while perittotes,
as a chapter heading, is the common denominator, so to speak,
of figures which are redundant or "superfluous" only in the
sense of being nonessential for the meaning of a passage.
Perittotes may be eloser than the other two words to the
positive rhetorical connotation of perittos. When found in discussions of style, perittos can have a variety of meanings ranging
from "unusual" to "richly-wrought," but it generally implies
the use of "grand diction."19) From a reference in Dionysius of
Halicamassus (lsocrates 3; cf. Hagedorn, 46) we see that Theophrastus mentioned the production of "Ta /liya ;cal aep,vov ;cal
19) For these connotations vide W. K. Pritchett (ed.), Dionysius 0/ Halicarnassus: On Thurydides (Berkeley 1975),143, note 5; G.Kennedy, The Art
0/ Persuasion in Creece (Princeton 1963), 276; W. Rhys Roberts (ed.), Dionysius 0/ Halicarnassus, On Literary Composition, Being the Creek Text 0/ De
Compositione Verborum (London 1910), 316 (cited hereafter as Roberts,
Dionysius).
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neeL't"rOv b J..i~eL/' and this collocation of terms would seem to
link perittos with the high style 20). A similar link is evident,
when Dionysius writes of Thucydides, "vVv r5e neel fLev -r:i)'/l
eXAoy~vlaT:Lv öu r5LafLae7:o:veL} xal fLuALam ev ol~ I1v 7:~V VtprJA~V xal
,
,
,
.i '
,
neeL7:7:rjV
xaL, eyxa7:aaxevov
uLWXT/
q;eaGLv..
. "21) F urth er, t he same
critic notes the absence of anything semnon or peritton in the style
of Herodotus I, 8-10 22), and observes that Demosthenes "ev r5e
7:oi~ lr5LWT:Lxoi~ A6YOL~" employs "7:~V XOLV~V xal aV'll'lJihJ J..i~L'/I/' and
seldom uses "7:~V neeL't"r~V xal ovr5e 7:aV7:'YJv en' aV7:oq;weep} aAA'wau
Aaf}eiv" 23). The inclusion of "neeL't"r~V dnseL't"rov" (Demosthenes 8;
cf. Hagedorn, 37), finally, in a list of opposites that are blended
in the style of Demosthenes shows that perittos can denote the
elaborate, as opposed to the simple or aperittos style.
Demetrius also indicates a connection between perittos and
the high style. In his discussion of 7:0 fLeyaAoneenE~ (38ff.) he
says (77) that the diction in this type of style ought to be peritten
and "e~'YJAAaYfLi1!'YJv xal aaV'll'lJ{}'YJ fLiiAAov" since this produces "7:0V
öyxov" 24). Longinus, on the other hand, does not give an explicit statement linking perittos and the grand style, but we may
draw some information from two of his remarks. The fust of
these comes in a passage dealing with 7:0 fLeLeaxLwr5e~ (3.4), when
the author writes that this affectation is produced by those reaching for "mv neeL't"rov xal nenoL'YJp,SvoV xal fLUALa7:a 7:0V fJr5so~ ..." 26).
20) The text is from the edition of H.Usener and L.Radermacher
(Leipzig 1899), page 58.4. All quotations from the works of Dionysius
will be drawn from this edition. With regard to page 58.4, Hagedorn, 46
(cf. 23), cites Cicero, Orator 79, where the Roman orator (quoted here from
the edition ofPleis, Stuttgart 1963) observes that the plain style lacks "quod
quartum numerat Theophrastus in orationis laudibus: ornatum illud suave
et affluens." We should add here Cicero's description of the orator in the
grand style (Orator 97) as "amplus copiosus, gravis ornatus, in quo profecto vis maxuma est."
21) De comp. verborum 18; cp. Roberts, Dionysius, 182; Ernesti, 261.
See also G. Wille, "Zu Stil und Methode des Thukydides", in Thukydides,
ed. Hans Herter (Wege der Forschung 98, Darmstadt 1968), 687, and
note 23.
22) De comp. verborum 3; cf. Roberts, Dionysius, 83-84.
23) Demosthenes 56; see also Ernesti, 261.
24) Ed. W.Rhys Roberts (Cambridge 1902). Concerning this passage
vide Hagedorn, 45, and Ernesti, 261.
25) The text is that of D.A.Russell (Oxford 1968). I have not tried
to include here all of the references to perittos in ancient rhetoricalor
literary sourees. Instead, I have endeavored to give representative examples
of the term found in circumstances which may help us to determine its
significance.
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Later (40.2), in dealing with "avvf}eau;" and "'U) p.eye{)oe;", Longinus observes that even those using words that are common
and provide nothing peritton have come to possess loftiness
(öYi!ov), distinetion, and ".0 It~ .anel'Vol (joi!eiv elvat" through
their employment of ".ov avvf}eivat i!al a(!lt0aat" (cf. Ernesti,
261). On sorting out the meaning underlying the contrasts in
these two passages, we see that perittos again is connected with
the high style, although loftiness, etc., may be achieved without it.
It is possible that perittotes was developed as a formal expression, when rhetoricians needed a noun to characterize the
stylistic quality with which perittos was involved. We can only
speculate about such a development, for a line from perittos to
perittotes has not been mapped out for us in ancient sources.
Obviously, a relationship between the two could stern from the
connection that perittos has with the grand style, which allows
the expansion and elaboration that is the essence of perittotes.
Perhaps, then, we may take our cue from the use of perittos to
denote an elaborate style and translate perittotes as "elaboration",
in the sense of changing something simple into something more
complex 26).
Now that we have noted the possible origin and meaning
of the term perittotes, we may briefly survey the contents of the
seetion which it heads. Ps.-Hermogenes begins his discussion
(417) by stating that perittotes is twofold «(jtnAij), namely "i!al
i!a'UI M~tv i!al i!a'UI yvWIt'Y}v", and that each of these divisions
also is twofold, being divided according to )'i~l'V and yvwlt'Y}v.
Next, (jta.(!tß~ and 71:Aij{)Oe; are given as components of the second
group "i!a'UI M~tv", while the second division "i!a.a yvWIt'Y}v" is
characterized as (418.1-2) "i!a.a l71:evf}vlt~aete; i!al ).oywv i!a{)oAti!WV -roie; iMme; avp,nAOi!~V" (to which we shall refer hereafter as
epenthymesis and katholikoi logoi). When considered as a whole,
these classifications seem quite muddled. We have perittotes separated into "diction" and "thought". Then, "diction" apparently
is subdivided into "diction" and "thought", and "thought"
likewise is given similar subgroups. At this point the division
26) Kustas, "Diatribe", 7, translates perittos as "abundance", a rendition which also conveys the nature of the word. I have chosen "elaboration", because it seems to suggest the connection between perittos and
amplification and implies an active principle.
On the relationship between perittos and perittotes, consult Ernesti,
261, who puts his brief discussion of perittotes within his seetion on perittos.
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seems to break down utterly or to duplicate itself in an unlikely
way. If we interpret the Greek text at face value, we must then
come up with a distribution that resembles the following diagram:

"ani yVWf.1'YJl'
I

I
I
OWTl2tßfJ :rr;Aijf}or;

I
"af}oAt"OL
A6yot

The author may have envisaged a grouping such as this 27), or
he may simply have overindulged a fondness for subdividing
his material. Misinterpretation of a source also may have been
a factor in this passage. At any rate, the first division by kata
lexin and kata gnomen may hark back to something like Hermogenes' arrangement of his discussion of each stylistic "idea"
under the rubrics "l!vvow" and "A8;l~"28). The second grouping,
on the other hand, seems to be an instance oE the common separation of figures into those of diction and those of thought. The
word schemata does not occur, but the author may have deemed
it unnecessary.
As I mentioned above, under kata lexin, which I view as a
division containing figures oE diction or speech, are grouped
diatribe and plethos. Bpentlymesis or "the insertion oE corroborative arguments" (LSJ 617) and katholikoi logoi then are figures
of thought placed under the heading kata gnomen. In referring to
these terms as figures we should bear in mind A.D. Leeman's
warning that "the catalogue of the figures of speech is the most
z7) We might think that Ps.-Hermogenes intended for diatribe and
epenthymesis to come under the kata lexin and kata gnomen divisions, respectiveIy, which are subsumed under the first kata lexin group. Then, he might
have put pIethos and katholikoi logoi under the kata lexin and kata gnomen,
respectively, of the first katagnomen division. Such a classification, however,
is a rather strained interpretation of the Greek text.
z8) Regarding this division see Hagedorn, 19-zo. On zo, Hagedorn
records the use of gnome by Ps.-Aristeides in a fashion similar to Hermogenes' employment of ennoia. Gregory of Corinth (II46.I-Z) identifies gnome
with ennoia.
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chaotic and controversial department of the ancient doctrine of
style."29) Thus, something like epenthymesis which may not seem
like a figure of thought to us, and, indeed, may not have been
one in the opinion of some rhetoricians, seems to have been
considered a figure by our author and must be treated as such
in our investigation.
The figure of primary interest for us, of course, is diatribe.
We shall pass over it for the moment, however, and examine
the three other figures in our passage. The first of these is plethos,
a figure of diction defined as the "nol"O.wV ovofla:r:wv laoT{flwv
bdxvGt~ el~ "{VljGtv 1Jitov~" (418.10). For his example Ps.-Hermogenes turns to Demosthenes' On the Crown IZ, "TOV (Je naeOV7:0~
aywvo~ 1] neoateBal~ aVT~ ixiteov flSv in~eBtaV [XBl "al i5ßetv "al
AOl(JOe{av "d neon'YJAaxlaw'JV ofloV "al navTa Ta TOtaV-ra" (4I8.II14). Here the orator clearly has "poured forth" astring of words
which share bad connotations and are intended to produce an
unfavorable impression of his opponent's character, apparently
thereby fulfilling the conditions for a kinesin ethous. In view of
this example we might have expected some reference to pathos
as well as ethos. Although Demosthenes is depicting the character
of his opponent, and incidentally holding himself up as an injured party of good repute, the overall effect of the piling up of
such nouns in polysyndeton is emotional. Gregory of Corinth,
in fact, mentions "TO "lvijaal naito~" (I I 52.20) in discussing trus
passage, although it is obvious from another reference (I I 53.4)
that his text of Peri methodou also read "(VljGtv 1Jitov~30). Ps.Hermogenes, however, tends to stress "character" whenever he
can, and we shall return to this notion later in studying the use
of "ijitl"OV" in the definition of diatribe.
The identification of plethos as a figure depends chiefly on
the interpretation of the words "nol"{AwV ovoflaTwv laoT{flwv",
which can be explained with near certainty on the basis of another section of Peri methodou. Immediately preceding the section
on perittotes there is a passage bearing the heading "[Jou TavToT'YJn ovoflaTwv Xe'YJaofls1'ta "al nou nOl"lUq.". There Ps.-Hermogenes concludes that if one word, used repeatedly, will suffice
to provide the clearest account, then there is no need for an
29) Orationis Ratio, The Stylistic Theories and Practice 0/ the Roman
Orators, Historians, and Philosophers I (Amsterdam 19 63), 33.
30) Emendation of Gregory's n&&or; to -Yj{}or; might be defended on
paleographical grounds, but it is likely that the commentator simply noticed
the emotional nature of the instance cited and thus mentioned pathos.
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abundance of words. If, on the other hand, one has many words
that are of equal value (la07:tfla) and will equally serve to produce
vividness (lYaeyetav), then a variety (not"tÄta) ofwords is suitable
(416.8ff.). The repetition of one term is illustrated by Homer,
04Jssry 19.2°5-208, where we find ""aTaTIj"eT''', ""adT'Yj;ev",
"T'Yj"ofl6v'Yjr;", and "TIj"eTo", all variations of the same root verb.
More important for our purposes are the examples of poikilia
taken from Homer and Thucydides. In the Homeric illustration
occur synonymous adjectives (o;v, ~etflV, nt"ear;) emphasizing
the sharpness of pain, as the poet writes (Iliad 11.269-272),
&Jr; ~'örav (Mlvovaav [xn PtAor; o;v yvva'i"a,
~etflV, TO Te ne0i"e'iat floyoaTo"Ot El).e[{}vtat,
., H e'Yjr; {}vyadeer; nt"ear; d>b'ivar; exovaat,
&Jr; o;e'i' o~VVat ~vvov fl6VOr; 'ATee[~ao.
The example from Thucydides, differing from the Homeric one,
does not feature synonyms in dose proximity, but, rather, notes
their use at varying intervals within a long seetion of the work.
Citing book I, seetions 1.3,8.1, and 2.6, as well as one sentence
based on 5.3 but different from the received text, Ps.-Hermogenes observes that in his prologue Thucydides employs "Te"fllj-

ewv, a'Yjfle'iov, naea~etYfla, flaeTVeWV, "at. ad "v,,;'ov note'iTat TWV
ovoflaTwv" (416.7-8). From the instances given we may infer

that words which are called poikila and isotima in Peri methodou
are sufficiently dose in meaning to warrant denotation as synonyms. PIethos, therefore, by definition, is the pouring forth of
different but synonymous words which contribute to the production oE an impression of character. It is interesting to note
that, unlike simple poikilia, plethos is attached to ethos rather than
to enargeia, although the pouring forth of synonyms is vivid.
Now that we have darified the definition oE piethos, we shall
investigate whether the figure is identica1 with any better-known
device or has its origin in the Peri methodou. For the most part,
piethos has remained unexplained and ignored. Ernesti, for instance, identifies diatribe (83) with commoratio and other figures
(see above at note 2), but for plethos he only quotes the definition
Erom Ps.-Hermogenes with no elaboration. Further, Volkmann 31), Lausberg, and Martin make no mention of the term.
31) R. Volkmann, Die Rhetorik der Griechen und Römer in systematischer
Obersicht (Leipzig 1885).
In his commentary on Demosthenes' On the Crown (Demosthenes,
Rede für Ktesiphon über den Kranz, Wissenschaftliche Kommentare zu grie-
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Gregory of Corinth is of a little more help. That commentator
first equates the phrase "&aTetßfi "ai nArr{}u" (Peri methodou
417.19ff.) with "lmp,ovfi "ai lYXeovu1pip "ai avvaywyfi" (1146.1718). Then, several pages later (11 53.1-3), he observes that piethos
differs from diatribe "on lv l"etvTl pb "aTa "WAOV y{ve-rat TaVTOT1')TO~, lVTav{}a (JS"aTa AS$tv". Gregory's distinction may have
some validity, and so we shall explore briefly the theory that
plethos is some type of epimone.
As will be indicated presently in this study, in our discussion
of diatribe, epimone or "dwelling on the point" has several forms
which have been categorized by Lausberg. Most of the rhetoridans who mention the figure dass it as a figure of thought,
although Julius Victor (Halm 433.33) and Tiberios (Spengel III,
74) list it as a figure of diction, while Phoibammon (Spengel III,
47 and 50) indudes epimone under both kinds of figures 32). Generally, epimone is seen as a figure of speech when it relies on individual words for its development, and as a figure of thought
when phrases or sentences give it form (cf. Lausberg 838). This
distinction was not always observed by rhetoricians, however,
and it should not worry us if we must compare a figure of diction such as plethos with a type of epimone designated as a figure
of thought (see above at note 29).
The descriptions of epimone which come dosest to fitting
piethos occur in the treatises of Phoibammon (Spengel 47), Tiberios (Spengel 74), Alexander (Spengel 17-18), and the anonymous fleei TWV TOV AOyov aX1'JI-u:J.TwV (Spengel 147), dted hereafter as Ano1!Jmous I, to distinguish it from the anonymous fleei
TWV aX1'JI-u:J.TwV TOV Aoyov (Spengel 176), which we shall call
Ano1!Jmous 11. Phoibammon, first of all, defining his figure of
diction as the "neocpoea nAetoVWv U$ewv ln{a1')~ TO aVTo a1'Jl.tatvovawv, 1] "ai AOYWV", gives examples of epimone based upon
single words and longer phrases. Significant for our investigation is the kind founded on "M$ewv", illustrated by the sentence,
"0 {}eo~ rjp,ä~ leevaaTo MO avp,nAo"fj~, MO p,uX1')~, MO Teavp,UTWV,
chischen und lateinischen Schriftstellern, Heidelberg 1976; cited hereafter
as WankeI), I 168, H. Wankel discusses the motive of railing at an enemy
in Demosthenes' section 12 and notes the citation of the passage in Peri
methodou as a "Paradebeispiel für eine Synonymenreihe im Dienst der
&ivwm,". He also does not identify the figure.
32) The rhetoricians whom we shall quote in discussing epimone (commoratio), here and later in this study, are listed by Lausberg (838) and Martin
(135, note 3). Texts for the Greek authorities, unless otherwise noted, are
taken from Spengel III; cf. Walz VIII.
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and at/-lO:r:wv." The four prepositional phrases obviously are related in that each refers to some aspect of battle. They do not,
however, contain synonyms.
A similar situation obtains in one of the examples of epimone
(as a figure of diction) appearing in Tiberios, who writes that
the figure occurs whenever someone puts more words directly
upon one another. After citing an instance using only verbs, the
rhetorician adds his second example (Spenge1 74), "1pijgJovalui,
öexov alTer, VO/-l0v alui, (j'Yj/-l0xea7:{av alTei". Here, as in the illustration from Phoibammon, we have nouns which are related and
deal with the same subject, but cannot be considered synonyms.
Two of Alexander's examples of epimone as a figure of thought
come nearer to plethos in that the words involved are doser in
meaning than those in the other illustrations cited above. The
first of these is a quotation from Euripides and features the
series of nouns 7:eogJor;, /-l~7:'Yje, a(jeA~, (j/-lwtr;, o.yxvea and a7:6Y'Yj,
all in asyndeton. For his second example Alexander turns to
Demosthenes, On the C rown 43 (cf. Walz VIII, 44 I), for a passage
which observes that the Thessalians and Thebans considered
Philipp of Macedon a "gJ{).ov, eveeyh'Y)v, aW7:ijea", another occurrence of related words in asyndeton. Differing somewhat
from Alexander's illustrations, an example of epimone formed by
single words in polysyndeton appears in the treatise which we
are citing as Anonymous 1 (Spenge1 147). Demosthenes again is
the author's source (On the Crown 298; cf. Walz VIII, 655) and
the quotation reads in part, "ovu xatedr; ovu gJt).av{}ewrda Mywv
OV7:' bmYYeAuiJv /-l6ye{}0r; OV7:' ehLr; ovu gJoßor; OV7:' 0.).).0 ov(ji'IJ
enijeev ..." None of the sentences cited by Alexander or Anotrymous 1, however, contains words which are entirely isotima in
the sense required by the Peri methodou for plethos. Certainly,
7:eogJor;, /-l~7:'Y)e, a(je).~ and (j/-lwtr; have much in common, but they
are not synonyms and definite1y not equivalent to the remaining
two terms, o.yxvea and ady'Y), no matter how metaphorica1ly we
may interpret the sentence. In a similar fashion, the three nouns
describing Philipp are related but not identical in meaning, while
the words in On the Crown 298 are even farther removed from
one another. Thus, although all of these instances of epimone
seem to resemble plethos in their abundance of re1ated terms, we
must condude that the two figures are not precise1y the same.
Plethos requires a synonymy which is not absolutely essential for
epimone. Further, and perhaps more important, the definition of
the former lacks any notion of "dwelling on the point", pre-
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ferring to stress "character". We should not ignore the possibility, however, that plethos could be employed with epimone,
especially if epimone is a figure of thought. Quintilian, in fact,
observes that figures of thought and speech "frequentissime
coeunt" (9, 1.16), and here we do have two figures with enough
in common to allow them to go together.
Since we have rejected the identification of plethos and epimone suggested indirectly by Gregory of Corinth, we must look
to figures involving synonymy or enumeration for an equivalent
for plethos. The best selection of these is in Quintilian, 9, 3.28 ff.,
whose comments have been schematized by Lausberg (607-687).
Mter discussing what we would call grammatical figures (9,3.127; cf. Lausberg 6°5) Quintilian writes, "illud est actius genus,
quod non tanturn in ratione positurn est loquendi, sed ipsis sensibus turn gratiam turn etiam vires accommodat" (9,3.28). The
first kind of these is composed of figures made by addition or
repetition ("adiectione" or "per adiectionem") and it encompasses figures ranging from geminatio (9, 3.28) to gradatio or climax
(9,3.57). Within this group are mentioned figures which involve
the enumeration of synonyms or of unrelated words (9, 3.45-50),
as well as asyndeton (dissolutio, 9,3,5°) and polysyndeton (9,
305 1 -54).
Of primary interest to us is the passage concerning synonyms. Quintilian has been dealing with cases in which parts of
sentences are repeated, when he adds (9, 3.45) that sometimes
"initia quoque et clausulae sententiarum aliis, sed non alio tendentibus verbis inter se consonant." Agreement among the ends
of sentences is exemplified by "vos enim statuistis, vos sententiam dixistis, vos iudicastis." Then the rhetorician comments
that some ca1l this "avvOJvv/l,[av", while others ca1l it "disiunctionem", either oE which is correct, since "est nominum idem
significantiurn separatio". Still discussing synonyms, Quintilian
next states that words which mean the same thing also "congregantur". lllustrations oE this phenomenon are provided by "quae
eum ita sint, Catilina, perge quo coepisti, egredere aliquando ex
urbe: patent portae, proficiscere" and "abiit, excessit, erupit,
evasit." These examples resemble those usually given for the
figure synonymia, which, like piethos, involves words of similar
meaning.
Martianus Capella provides the most concise Latin definition oE synonymia, describing it as a "communio nominis, quotiens uno verbo non satis dignitatem rei aut magnitudinem de-
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monstramus, ideoque ad eandem significationem plura conferimus" (41. 535; Halm 482; Lausberg 65 0). While this rhetorician
does not cite an example of the device, Aquila, whose definition
is essentially the same, quotes the sentence "prostravit, adflixit,
perculit" (Halm 34; Lausberg 655; Martin 308). Isidore of Seville, further, gives two examples from Cicero, which state "nihil
agis, nihil moliris, nihil cogitas" and "non feram, non patiar,
non sinam" (2,21.5; Halm 518; Lausberg 650). In Alexander
(Spengel IU, 30.14) we also encounter an illustration based on
verbs, a shortened version of a sentence from "Demosthenes'"
IIedt; or;iJv bua7:o).:rJv 7:~V tPtAf:mwv (153.3-4), which indudes the
verbs ywwa"ewtJ OV" ayvoei7:at and vJloJluvewt. Alexander's definition is rather specific, maintaining that synonymia occurs whenever, wanting to show one and the same thing, we use more
words which differ in character but which do show the same
thing by their meaning (7:n llvvapoet). From this definition we can
see that an absolute identity of meaning may not be required,
but the words in the figure must have connotations similar
enough to allow them to "show the same thing." Thus, while
ytvwa"nat and ov" ayvoeiwt are essentially identical in meaning,
vJloJluvewt differs slightly, but still comes under synonymia since
"suspect" or "suppose" also contains some notion of "recognition." This same latitude allows aseries like "prostravit, adflixit,
perculit" to be dassed as synonymia even though there is a slight
variation in the exact meanings of the verbs. We should note
that the synonymy of the verbs in the illustrations cited is doser
to the idea of isotima than is that of the nouns in the instances of
epimone cited above. The fact that all of the examples of synonymia
which survive in rhetorical works are composed only of verbs
and never rely on aseries of nouns, however, prevents us from
identifying synonymia and piethos as definitely the same figure,
although they must be considered dose relatives 33).
J

J

33) Related to synonymia, and sometimes equated with it, is interpretatio, defined by the Rhet. ad Her. 4, 28.38) as "quae non iterans idem
redintegrat verbum, sed id commutat, quod positum est, alio verba, quod
idem valeat, hoc modo:
'Rem p. radicitus evertisti,civitatem funditus deiecisti.' Item: 'Patrem
nefarie verberasti, parenti manus scelerate attulisti.' "The relationship between this figure and epimone is obvious.
Calboli (365) follows Lausberg (727) in seeing interpretatio as "un
isocolon con cola sinonimi." There is no evidence in the definition, however, to indicate that isocola are required for the figure. It seems likely that
the author simply included examples in which isocola and interpretatio appear
together, just as, for instance, isocolon and homoeoteleuton are found in con-
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If we return now to Quintilian, we find references to two
other figures which belong within the same family as piethos, but
which, again, cannot be identified with it. In 9,3.47, after his
description of synotrymia and some comments on pleonasm, the
rhetorician observes that "nec verba modo, sed sensus quoque
idem facientes acervantur." His example is "perturbatio istum
mentis et quaedam scelerum offusa caligo et ardentes furiarum
faces excitaverunt." For obvious reasons, specifically the use of
phrases and the emphasis on similar thoughts rather than words,
this unnamed figure cannot be taken as the equivalent of plethos
or employed to show that some form of synotrymia utilized strings
of nouns.
The second figure cited by Quintilian in this section involves
the accumulation ofwords that are "diversa" (9,3.48). This concept is illustrated first by the sequence "mulier, tyranni saeva
crudelitas, patris amor, ira praeceps, temeritatis dementia." As
a second example, Ovid's Metamorphoses 5, 17-19, is quoted as
follows:
sed grave Nereidum numen, sed corniger Ammon,
et quae visceribus veniebat belua ponti
exsaturanda meis.
Quintilian does not name this figure. Instead, he simply denies
that it is called "nAoxlJv", since "sit unius fgurae" (9, 3.49). Instances cited by other writers, however, allow us to identify the
figure as avva{}eoLa/-l6!;, which Alexander (I, 9; Spengel III, 17· I 314; Martin 308) defines as the "avvaywrYJ TWV neneaY/-livwv f}
neax{}fjVaL {)vva/-li'Vwv el!; EV xeqXlAawv" 34). Rutilius Lupus (I, 2;
Halm 4; Lausberg 671), for example, writes that synathroismos can
be made by "et singulis verbis et plurium verborum coniuncjunction in the illustrations of homoeoteleuton (4, 28.20). Cf. Quintilian
9, 3·45, where disiunctio and synonymia occur.
We are not concerning ourselves in the present study with the relationship of one rhetorical treatise to another. On some aspects of this topic
consult G. Ballaira, "Una figura inedita dei :IlEeL GxrJfLU:r:WV di Alessandro di
Numenio e le sue affinitil con Quintiliano (Inst. 8,6,67-76)", RhM 119
(1976) 324-328, and T.Schwab, Alexander Numeniu IIEPI L:XHMATQN
in seinem Verhältnis Zu Kaikilios, Tiberios und seinen späteren Benützern (Rhetorische Studien 6, Paderborn 1916).
34) The presence of synagoge in this definition holds some interest for
us, since Gregory of Corinth (1146.17-18) employes the same term in his
description of diatribe and plethos. See above after note 3I.
Martin (307) observes that "der Gvva{}eOtGfL0t; will verschiedene Dinge,
die GVVWVvfLla aber gleiche Dinge zum Ausdruck bringen".
19 Rhein. Mus. f. PhiloI. 123/3-4
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tione." For one of his examples of synathroismos in singulis verbis
Rutilius turns to Demochares and the remark "nam quis haec
simul universa perpeti possit, timorem, morbum, senectutem,
contumeliam, inopiam, vim? quarum quaevis una res per se satis
est gravis ad deficiendum." Certainly this kind of enumeration
corresponds to Quintilian's, with its use of nonsynonymous
nouns in asyndeton, but it does not fit the requirements of plethos. Synathroismos has more than one form, however, and often
is identified not only with enumeratio but also with distributio (cf.
Lausberg 671; Calboli 404-405). Further, in Zonaios (Spengel
III, 162.7; cf. Lausberg 675), whose synathroismos seems dosest
to distributio, we encounter the illustration "bijf.1,Dl aiaauH;ovre~,
"al n6.i\8l~ "al yev'YJ e'YJYvV/-u3va, "al oZ"tat &;;a.a/-l8Vat." Here the
nouns all describe aspects of the same entity, and they reveal a
much nearer relationship, as parts of a whole, than do even the
terms in Alexander's second example of epimone quoted above,
which refer back to Philipp. Zonaios' nouns are, thus, essentially
synonymous, and, if they were not tied up with the notion of
distribution, they would allow us to assume that some kinds of
synathroismos do involve synonyms and may be identical with

plethos.
This possibility cannot be exduded altogether, despite Quintilian's reference to verba diversa. There is, however, a figure
resembling synathroismos which may resolve some of our difficulties. In book 8, 4. 3-28, Quintilian discusses amplificatio, noting
that it is produced by "incremento, comparatione, ratiocinatione, congerie" (4.3). Concerning the fourth type of amplificatio,
the rhetorician writes that the "congeries quoque verborum ac
sententiarum idem significantium" can be induded under ampliftcatio, for even if "non per gradus ascendant, tamen velut acervo
quodam adlevantur" (8,4.26). Quintilian's example, buHt of
sentences with similar meanings, comes from Cicero (Pro Lig.
3.9), and reads, "quid enim tuus ille, Tubero, destrictus in acie
Pharsalica gladius agebat? cuius latus ille mucro petebat? qui
sensus erat armorum tuorum? quae tua mens, oculi, manus,
ardor animi? quid cupiebas? quid optabas?" (8,4.27). The fact
that this collocation of sentences dwells on one point shows how
dosely related epimone and various forms of accumulation or
enumeration caP. be, with one figure used to help make another 35). Especially important for our purposes, though, is the
35) On the relationship between epimone and synathroismos, cp. Lausberg 675 and Alexander (Spengel III, 22.zzff.) on epitrochasmos.
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sentence which follows this example. There Quintilian comments,
"simile est hoc figurae, quam avva{}eou1flOV vocant, sed illic plurium rerum est congeries, hic unius multiplicatio." Influenced
by this statement some modern commentators, such as Volkmann (45 I), Lausberg (667), and Calboli (404), have treated .rynathroismos and "congeries" as if they were the same figure. That
may have been the case for a Greek rhetorician such as Zonaios,
whose example of .rynathroismos could illustrate either distributio
or congeries (cf. Lausberg 667 and 671), but for Quintilian the
two apparently are similar but distinct. Further, we should note,
notwithstanding modern usage, that Quintilian's figure is not
called congeries. Quintilian is writing about a kind of amplification
produced by "congerie", but he does not explicitly call any figure
congeries. For the sake of convenience, however, we shall continue to refer to the unnamed figure as congeries.
Whatever the proper name for congeries may be, the figure
itself is a likely candidate for identification with pIethos. In fact,
the link between congeries and amplificatio reminds us of Longinus'
remark that " ... "dml n) flSv v'lpOr; lv tJuJ.eflan, rj tJ'av~7Jalr; "ai
lv n),fj{}et" (12. I, ed. D.A. Russell; cf. Lausberg 406). The phrase
"lv n),fj{}et" is not a technical use of pIethos, but its appearance
with auxesis could indicate that the name of the figure plethos
ultimately sterns from phrases descriptive of amplification. If
this were the case, then congeries and pIethos would be essentially
the same thing expressed in different languages. We cannot demonstrate such a relationship, however; we can only suggest it.
Unfortunately, Quintilian does not actually illustrate an accumulation of individual words of similar meaning, and his inclusion of "mens, oculi, manus, ardor animi" does not provide
us with a list of true synonyms. We, therefore, can merely theorize, on the bases of Quintilian's definition, of the resemblance
between .rynathroismos and congeries and .rynathroismos (in form) and
plethos, and of the correlation of the terms pIethos and congeries,
that plethos might be one kind of congeries. Such an identification
is plausible, but it leaves out of consideration the multiple connectives occurring in the example ofpIethos. The definition does
not mention those conjunctions, but elsewhere in Peri methodou
(427.4) we encounter plethos again used in a section where polysyndeton appears. The author is discussing asyndeton and an
unnamed alternative which obviously is polysyndeton. In distinguishing between the two devices he writes (427.2ff.), "TavTav tJ'leraJ;ow;va ovx 0floÜnr; ler04e-ral, a),),u Ta flSv W.TU avvtJeaflwv
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neaY/-lanxop nAij{}Or; 1} /-lBye{}Or;, olop "'OAVP{}OP /-lip fJ~ xal Me{}wp'Yjp
xal 'AnoAAwPLap xal mJo xal 7:elaXOP1:a nOAelr; enl ee1x'Yjr; ew', 7:0
fJi apw avvfJia/-lwP AeY0/-lePoP f;{}lXOP eau < xal naAlP frvLxa llvfJpa,
l107:LfJaw, Me{}wp'Yj, llayaaaL, nUAa, 'X7:A." Plethos could be em-

ployed here in an utterly nontechnical way, especially since it is
accompanied by the word megethos 36 ). Further, it is odd that
plethos is connected with ethos in 4 18.11, but opposed to ethikos
here. Still, the utilization of the term in two instances where
polysyndeton and an accumulation of single nouns turn up
seems hardly accidental, all the more since one might think of
the city names in the second occurrence as essentially equal
words, even though they are not synonyms for each other. Even
in its nontechnical usage, then, plethos might be viewed by Ps.Hermogenes as somehow joined to polysyndeton. If we accept
this connection as a possibility, then we may turn to Quintilian
for additional help in identifying plethos. In another part of his
discussion of figures created per adiectionem the rhetorician deals
with asyndeton and polysyndeton (9, HO-54; cf. Lausberg 686).
His examples of polysyndeton are followed by the remarks, "sed
utrumque horum acervatio est aut iuncta aut dissoluta," and
"omnibus scriptores sua nomina dederunt, sed varia et ut cuique
fingenti placuit." Further, "fons quidem unus, quia acriora facit
et instantiora quae dicimus, et vim quandam prae se ferentia
velut saepius erumpens adfectus" (9, 3.53-54). It seems probable
that the author of Peri methodou, a work allegedly connected with
deinotes, the equivalent of vis, resembles those writers who invent
names for various figures. In addition, the notion of an "acervatio" developed through polysyndeton agrees weIl not only
with the basic concept of plethos but also with amplification and
congeries. Thus, our best course would seem to be to assume that
piethos, as a figure made per adiectionem, related to, or identical
with, some form of congeries (itself an "acervatio"), is one of
those figures cited by Quintilian which uses an accumulation of
words, in its case, "of synonyms", to produce "vim". The
plethos-congeries-po!Jsyndeton relationship, then, might be compared
36) Place names and the term megethos connected with polysyndeton
occur earlier in Demetrius II 54 (cf. Lausberg 686), who uses I/iad II 497
as his example. That critic observes that the names of the Boeotian towns
there have "/-lf:ye1}or; OLlI TOUr; a11lJOea/-lOVr; ErpE~ijr; ToaoVrovr; Te1}EvTar;".
Further, in II 63 (cp. Lausberg 686) Demetrius gives another instance
of proper names in polysyndeton and states "i} yde TOV aVTov a11lJoea/-lOV
f}eatr; ewpa{vEt Tt Clnueov nÄijf}or;." This is another nontechnical usage of
plethos, but it does give us some idea of the connotations of the word.
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to the !)nathroismos-congeries-a!)ndeton relationship, with the first
two figures of each group nearly identical and often appearing
separately in conjunction with the third.
The next figure mentioned in the section of Peri methodou
under investigation in the present study is epentf?ymesis, which is
defined as "sv{)Vfl'YJfla btupe(}oflevov, 8 fl~ n(}o(J7:dHv flev ov norhiTat,
n(}o(J7:dHv be 7:0 nuv Q)(pe'Aei" (418.15), that is, as an argument
which is nonessential but which is a helpful addition 37). The
purpose of epentf?ymesis is to soften "7:(1 fj{}'YJ", when the arguments being presented are harsh and remorseless. Obviously,
7:(1 fj~ here has to refer to the nature of the arguments (&avoJ]fla-ra), rather than to the characters of the speaker or his audience.
The term epentf?ymesis may be the result of an attempt by
Ps.-Hermogenes to name a practice described by Hermogenes
in the IIe(}1 ev(}{mwt; (lI!, pp. 152-154; cf. Martin 104)38). There
the author presents the snev{)Vfl'YJfla, a second entf?ymeme which is
"invented" in addition to one that has preceded it (15 2. IOff.). In
dting an example, Hermogenes takes as a theme the sentence
"in fact the king dug through Mount Athos." He then forms
an entf?ymeme which states, "and indeed, while he dug through
a mountain, a more difficult deed, we, on the other hand, shall
dig through the earth, an act that is not difficult." A second entf?ymeme, the epentf?ymeme, follows, remarking "and indeed he dug
in order to gain some advantage, but we will dig so that we
may not be surpassed and suffer harm." According to Hermogenes, this second entf?ymeme is invented "ano 7:* al-rtat;" and
added (snUpe(}Oflevov) to the first one. There is no reference to
the "softening" mentioned by Peri methodou. Instead, Hermogenes comments later (153.16-20) on a situation in which, when
one entf?ymeme is not complete in itself, another is added as a
supplement to provide a "ne(}l7:7:od(}av b(}lflV7:'YJ-ra" (cf. Martin
37) Although Peri methodou refers only to an epenthymema, not to more
than one, Gregory of Corinth (1147.14; cf. II48.9) thinks that the figure
involves the addition of two or three other enthymemes; compare Hermogenes, IIs(}) sveeasw" 15 z.6-9' On the tradition of the enthymeme as a figure,
see note 43 below.
38) Concerning the doubtful authenticity of this treatise, vide Kennedy,
Roman, 6z6-6z8; Radermacher, 873-877.
Kennedy (6z6) observes that in book III, "the author is not interested
in proof in the way Aristotle was, but in amplification and the arrangement
of material." This interest seems to be shared by the author of Peri methodou.
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104). The use of the adjective perittoteran, of course, makes us
think of perittos, but the meaning here seems to be "more
acute" or "more striking", rather than "more elaborate". At
any rate, if the author of Peri methodou drew on Hermogenes in
developing the concept of epentqymesis, he did not follow that
rhetorician entirely, for the idea of "softening" seems to be his
own addition and contrary tq the notion of creating a "more
striking keenness". Ps.-Hermogenes seems to have taken the epentqymema, which is a form of argument in Peri heureseos, and designated its use in a certain fashion as a figure of thought. As his
example, he cites, but does not quote, the opening of Pericles'
funeral oration in Thucydides 2, 35, where, in his opinion, the
thought "ov" [bet A.iyea{}at bUTarpwv" has been softened by epentqymesis (418.19-25).
Closely associated with epentqymesis is the second figure of
thought, katho/ikoi logoi, since occurrences of the two devices
are found "side by side", as in Thucydides 2,35 (418.19). Further, while epentqymesis, as we noted above, functions as a "softener" of harsh arguments, logoi which are "koinoi" and "katholikoi" are employed for the proof of "lMwv A6ywv" (418.22), and
so also have a place in argumentation. Gregory of Corinth
(1154.20ff.; cf. Ernesti 165) has identified the figure katholikoi
logoi for us, stating that it is clear that "yvw/-la~ TOV~ A6yov~ navre~
TOV~ "a{}oAt"Ov~ OVO/-l6J;,OVat." According to Gregory, Theophrastus said that gnome is the ""a{}6Aov dn6rpaat~ €v TOi:~ nea"dot~".
The term dn6rpaau; here obviously must be the alternate spelling
of dn6rpavat~, which means "statement" (cf. LSJ 226), rather
than the dn6rpaat~ which denotes "negation" and does not correspond with Gregory's description of gnome. While the commentator does not tell where Theophrastus mentionedgnome, we
can easily trace Theophrastus' source. In his Ars Rhetorica (Il,
1394a 21) Aristotle defines gnome as "dn6rpavat~, ov /-lSvTOt ovre
neel TWV "a{}'l"aaTov, olov noi:6~ n~ 'Irpt"eaT'YJ~, aAAu "a{}6Aov' "al
ov neel navTwv, ... aAAu neel öawv at neMEl~ elat, "al ateeru fj
rpev"Ta ean neo~ TO nearretv", adefinition upon which Theo-

phrastus must depend 39). The connection of gnome with "ka39) Gerber, 39, note 2, writes concerning Gregory (11 54.24ff.) that
even if this fragment does not seem to render Theophrastus' words "integra", it must be connected with his neei yVWf.l.1JC; or with his art of rhetoric.
See in addition G. RosenthaI, "Ein vergessenes Theophrastfragment",
Hermes 32 (1897) 317-320; Kassel's edition of Aristotle's Ars Rhetorica,
P·119·
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tholou" found in Aristotle and Theophrastus had a continuing
tradition which undoubtedly led to the use of katholikoi logoi in
Peri methodou to designate what must be gnomai. For instance,
when, in his section on chreias (Progymnasmata 5, Spengel II, 96),
Theon lists differences between the chreia and the gnome, he remarks (96.27-29) that "no-r8 (Je 'l'(l in;' /lieov~ anocpa{vw{}m -cY}v
xeetav, -cY}V (Je yVW/liYJV ua{}oÄov p,ovov." Further, Nicholas Sophistes
(Progymnasmata 4; Spengel III, 463.25; cf. Lausberg 1121) writes
",
,
"
~
ß"
..
-erJV yvwp,'YJV
anocpaCfty
styal
OVlLs-cal ua{}"
OlLlU'YJV... "The de fi rutlOn
of primary importance for our investigation, however, is that
found in the Progymnasmata attributed to Hermogenes. There
we encounter gnome explained as a "Ä6yo~ uscpaÄalw(J'YJ~ lv anocpavCfsl ua{}oÄlufj ano-ceenwv "Cl i) neo-ceenwv in{ "Cl i) onoiov euaCf-cov
iCf"Cl (J'YJÄow" (p. 8.16-18; cf. Lausberg 1121). No direct link between these three Progymnasmata and Peri methodou need be shown
here, for it is evident that the relationship between katholou or
katholike and gnome has a long tradition which would permit an
identification of katholikoi logoi with gnome or gnomai.
There are also precedents for the dassification of gnome as
a figure. For example, the Rhetorica ad Herennium indudes a
figure of diction called sententia and defines it as an "oratio
sumpta de vita, quae (a)ut quid sit aut quid esse opporteat in
vita, breviter ostendit" (4, 17.24)4°). Further, according to that
treatise, there is a "genus sententiae, quod confirmatur subiectione rationis," which is illustrated by the sentence" omnes bene
vivendi rationes in virtute sunt conlocandae, propterea quod
sola virtus in sua potestate est, omnia praeterea subiecta sunt
sub fortunae dominationem" (4, 17.24). The Aristotelian origin
of this doctrine is dear (cf. Ars Rhetorica II, 1394a29ff.), although the topic undoubtedly went through numerous treatments before reaching the Rhetorica ad Herennium. Two rhetoricians, Cornelius Celsus and Visellius, who dassed the use of
gnomes as a figure of thought are cited by Quintilian (9, 2.104
and 107), who disapproves of such a dassification 41). Celsus
40) Cp. Lausberg 872. Quintilian (8, 5.3) writes that "antiquissimae
sunt, quae proprie, quamvis omnibus idem nomen sit, sententiae vocantur,
quas Graeci yvwp,ar; appellant". In a later passage (8,5.7) the rhetorician
mentions the term katbolika with reference to a type of gnome or sententia.
On sententia in Quintilian cf. ].Cousin (ed.), Quintilien, Institution
Oratoire, Tome 5 (Collection des Universites de France, Paris 1978), 290291 ; D. M. Kriel, "The Forms of the Sententia in Quintilian, VIII, 5, 3-24",
Ant. Class., 4 (1961), 80-89.
41) In 9, 3.98, Quintilian mentions figures of thought listed by Caeci-
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probably was not a professional rhetorician and seems to have
based his discussion of figures on the work of Rutilius Lupus 42).
Among the devices which he called figures is found the "proverbiis uti". Visellius, who, in Quintilian's opinion, also errs,
even though he "paucissimas faciat figuras," puts sententia into
his list of figures, which, interestingly enough, also includes
enthymeme. To these references to the figure sententia may be added
Isidore of Seville, who lists sententia, a "dictum impersonale,"
among the figures of thought 43). Thus, although the stronger
tradition seems to have excluded sententia or gnome from the
figures of diction or thought, there did exist another tradition
which apparently influenced Ps.-Hermogenes into making a
figure out of katholikoi logoi. Also, the existence of a figure named
enthymeme seems to indicate a possible precedent for the creation
of the figure epenthymesis in Peri methodou.
The connection between the gnome and the enthymeme also
has a long history, stemming from Aristotle's Ars Rhetorica. In
the lines following the definition of gnome which we quoted
above Aristotle writes (I394az7-z9) that the conclusions and
beginnings of enthymemes are more or less gnomai, when they are
looked at by themselves (i. e. out of the context of their rhetorical syllogism). For example, the gnome
ov~

{anv

av~ewv Ö(JTt~ {aT'

l)"dJßeeo,

helps to form an enthymeme, when it is joined to the phrase,
17 xe'YJI-U1.TWV yae ~OVAO~ eanv 17 TVX'YJ~44).
lius and Cornificius. The writer then exdudes sententia, membrum, articu/us,
interpretatio, and conc/usio (all induded by Cornificius) from the figures,
thereby indicating that he does not consider sententia a figure of any sort.
Concerning this passage, see Caplan, z88, note b.
4Z) Vide Kennedy, Roman, 484-485, who also notes that Rutilius
Lupus took examples from Gorgias of Athens.
43) z, Z1.14, in Halm 519. Isidore then discusses the "sententiarum
species multae", z, z1.16ff. See also z, 9.II, where this compiler refers to
the "sententiale" enthymeme "quod sententia generalis adicit", and z, 11.1.
For the indusion of enthymeme among the figures, consult Rufinianus
30 (Halm 45); Rhet. ad Her. 4, 18.z5 on contrarium, and Caplan, z9z, note b.
Both of these rhetorical works follow the tradition of the enthymeme as an
argument drawn from contraries, on which see Lausberg 371; Martin
10Z-106.
44) 1394b4-6. The second line is fromEuripides, Hecuba 864; cf. E.M.
Cope (ed.) The Rhetoric 01 Aristot/e with a Commentary (revised by ].E.
Sandys, 3 vols., Cambridge 1877; cited hereafter as Cope, Rhetoric) II z07;
W.M.A.Grimaldi, Studies in the Phi/osophy 01 Aristot/e's Rhetoric (Hermes
Einzelschriften Z5, 197Z), 80-81.
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Aristotle continues his discussion by presenting various kinds
of gnomes, but they need not concern us here, since Peri methodou does not mention any of them.
We have already noted one apparent continuation of this
Aristotelian tradition, that is, the Rhetorica ad Herennium (4,
17.24). To this may be addedQuintilian (8,5.3-4; cf. Lausberg
872), who says of the type of sententia which can be dassed as a
gnome, "hane quidam partem enthymematis, quidam initium aut
dausulam epicheirematis esse dixerunt, et est aliquando, non
tarnen semper". Further, "illud verius, esse eam aliquando simplicem, ut ea, quae supra dixi; aliquando ratione subiecta." This
connection of gnome and reason seems dosely related to the
species of example given in the Aristotelian passage cited above,
but Quintilian mayaiso want to show that not every such connection produces an enthymeme. EIsewhere, however, the Roman
writer specifically describes one form of enthymeme as a "sententiam cum ratione" (5,10.1-2). Later experts on rhetoric knew
of a "sententiale" or "gnomikon" enthymeme, which seems to
have developed from the concept of the "sententiam cum ratione." For instance, Isidore of Seville (2,9.11; Halm 512; cf.
Lausberg 872) mentions the sententiale type, while Fortunatianus
(2,29; Halm 118) listsgnomikon among his "genera enthymematum". C. Iulius Victor even provides a distinction between the
gnomic enthymeme and the "sententia", commenting (11,34;
Halm 412), "sed enthymema gnomicon hoc a sententia differt,
quod ibi tantum simpliciter sententia pronuntiatur, hic autem
simul et ratio sententiae redditur" (cf. Martin 1°3-104). Even
though all of these are Latin writers, they still reflect the joint
Graeco-Roman tradition. Thus, we should not be surprised to
find epenthymeme (or epenthymesis in this case) and katholikoi logoi,
the "descendants" of gnome and enthymeme, connected in Peri
methodou.
There remains, certainly, the question of how dose a relationship is implied by "naeallM". In order to answer this, we
must turn to the example cited by Ps.-Hermogenes, which is the
beginning of the funeral oration delivered by Perieies in Thucydides 2, 35. Apparently Peri methodou assumes that the theme of
this section is "OV'f, lbet Uyw{}aten17:acplOv" (418.25), and it wants
to show how this view is softened and proved through the use
of the figures epenthymesis and katholikoi logoi. It would be helpful,
of course, if Ps.-Hermogenes had told us how he defines enthymeme. We cannot really tell from his description of epenthymesis
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whether he considers the enthymeme a rhetorical syllogism with
one or more parts suppressed or an argument from contraries 45).
Jf he actually is following the Hermogenean Peri heureseos, which
has the only extant discussion of epenthymeme, and which features
examples of enthymemes based on the ftlv . .. IJi construction, then
we should expect him to be an adherent of the "contraries" or
"antithetical" view of the enthymeme or at least to cite examples
involving contrasts. Jf we look for these contrasts, we can produce a scheme of "arguments" in Thucydides 2, 35, which seems
to be what Peri methodou calls epenthymesis. According to this
scheme, the first "enthymeme" would be the whole of 35. I.
Here Pericles observes that, while oE ftsv nOAAO{ have praised the
person who established the law adding a speech to the funeral
ceremony, he hirnself thinks it sufficient that, since men have
been good "leyep", then honor should be paid them "leyep".
Further, the courage of many men should not be "risked" on
the basis of one man's speaking ability (or lack of it)46). Section
35,2 then must contain the epenthymeme, which Ps.-Hermogenes
deerns necessary to soften the effects of the enthymeme. Thus, we
may take as our supplementary enthymeme the passage which
begins by stating that it is difficult to speak in due measure,
when the appearance of truth is hardly established. To this remark is joined the contrast which forms the enthymeme 47 ), as
45) For a full discussion of the forms of the enthymeme, vide Martin
101-1°7; Lausberg 371. The Aristotleian enthymeme receives convincing
treatment in Grimaldi, 47-135. Thucydides' use of the enthymeme is mentioned by Dionysius of Halicarnassus in his Thueydides, chapter 24 (p. 362
in Usener-Radermacher). Cp. Pritchett, 17 and 96-97; Wille, 687.
Regarding Aristotelian influence on later theories of the enthymeme
and epicheireme, consult F. Solmsen, "The Aristotelian Tradition in Ancient
Rhetoric", in Kleine Schriften II (Hildesheim 1968), 194-2°3. Something of
the notion of opposition found in the enthymeme as an argument from contraries mayaIso be derived from Aristotle. As Grimaldi has shown (78),
the "general topic of opposites (B 23, 97a7ff.) ... is the first general topic
for enthymemes given by Aristotle which might indicate that he finds the
quali ty of opposition of some importance for the enthymeme". See also 80-81
(on gnome and enthymeme).
46) I am following the edition by H.S.Jones (Oxford, rep. 1966),
and obviously I have compressed the argument here, while retaining its
essential parts. On the authenticity of this speech and its sentiments, see
especially Hans Herter, "Zur ersten Periklesrede des Thukydides", in his
Kleine Schriften (ed. E. Vogt, München 1975), 214-222.
47) Cf. Hermogenes, P. heureseos, 153.22-25, where there appears the
enthymeme "xaAe:n:wu:e6v eanv 6 :n:OÄlTTJ!; d6t~WV TOU :n:o).efLlov, on 6 fLEv &d
TO revO!; aVYYVWfLTlV [Xet, 666 e:n:tu:lvet &d TO :n:O).tTTJi; elvat TO fLtaeia{}at".
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Pericles wams that the listener who is knowledgeable and welldisposed probably would think that what is being set forth is
something rather inferior to what he wishes and knows. On the
other hand, continues Perides, the listener who is unacquainted
with the facts thinks, because of his envy, that there has been
exaggeration, if he hears something "vnie -diV av-cov cpVatv". Appended to these remarks is another contrast, which Peri methodou
may have considered a second epent~meme. Here the Athenian
statesman notes that panegyrics spoken about other people are
sufferable to the extent that each one feels himself competent to
do something of what he has heard, but "np bi vneeßuAAovn
av-cwv cpl}ovOvVTCr; rjb'l') "at WUG-COVGtV." The passage then ends
with a comment (35.3) expressing the speaker's intention to obey
the law by delivering the eulogy, since the custom was approved
by "-coir; nUAaL".
The above analysis has shown how Thucydides 2, 35.1-3,
could have been reduced to ent~memes and epent~memes by the
author of Peri methodou. Further, there are obvious examples of
katholikoi logoi in this passage. For instance, the second epent~
meme could stand on its own as a gnome. The remark about envy
in the first epent~meme also has the nature of a "general truth"48),
as does the phrase" wr; "aAov ent -coir; e" -cwv nOM!-twv {}an-C0!-t8VOLr;
ayoeevca{}aL av-cov", which occurs in the opening ent~meme.
Thus, we see that not only do katholikoi logoi and epent~mesis
stand "parallax" in the sense of "side by side but distinct", but
they also are "side by side" in the sense that gnomic statements
form parts of the epent~memes. Parallax, then, can imply as dose
a relationship as that between ent~meme and gnome in Aristotle's
Ars Rhetorica. Further, the second epent~meme in the Thucydidean passage seems to be an instance of the combination of a
gnome with a reason, which typifies the form given in Aristotle
and reflects the kind cited by the Rhetorica ad I-ferennium, Quintilian, and C. Iulius Victor, as quoted above.
With this description of epent~mesis and katholikoi logoi, we
complete our study of the three other figures which are discussed
in section 5 of Peri methodou, where diatribe appears. It should
be evident now that piethos, epent~mesis, and katholikoi logoi are
48) A. W. Gomme (ed.), A Historical Commentary on Thueydides, II
(Oxford 1956), 103, observes concerning this passage that Hit is always
dangerous to generalize about a people, but no body of men has ever been
so conscious of envy and its workings as the Greeks".
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rhetorical figures in the opinion of Ps.-Hermogenes, and that
there is a tradition which allows these devices to be so termed.
In addition, all three figures definite1y provide some form of
arnplification or elaboration. Plethos creates its effect through the
use of a variety of synonyms. In epenthymesis e1aboration is created
by appending a second argument or epenthymeme to one already
stated but expressing a harsh sentiment. Finally, the device called
katholikoi logoi augments by supplying a general truth which, in
combination with more specific remarks (the "AOYWV 'Xa{}oAt'XwV
Toi~ l(){Ot~ (fVptAO'Xf}v"), helps to convince the listener. With the
characteristics of these three figures established, we now may
turn our attention to a detailed investigation of diatribe, which
should resemble the devices surrounding it in Peri methodou in
that, like them, it is a figure and a form of e1aboration.
Since we already have quoted the definition of diatribe from
Peri methodou in the first paragraph of the present study, we need
not repeat it here. Further, we pointed out above that diatribe,
like pIethos, is classed under kata lexin, which we have interpreted as a classification covering figures of diction. Now we
shall investigate the examples of diatribe cited by Ps.-Hermogenes
and try to determine on the basis of them and of certain key
terms in the definition precise1y what sort of figure Peri methodou
is describing.
Looking for key terms within the definition we encounter
first the word "l!'Xr:am~", which may be literally translated as "a
stretching out" or even as a "lengthening" (LSJ 321), rather
than simply an "expansion". The noun is a technical term in
rhetoric and grammar, and turns up in discussions of rhythm
and the lengthening of syllabies. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, for
instance, writes of the "E'XTa(fet~" and "(fV(fTOAa~" of words 49).
We also find the term in more technical rhetorical works, such
as the IIeei Teonwv of Tryphon. There ektasis is listed under
pleonasmos (lengthening) and defined as a "AL~t~ E'XT:BWOp,8v'YJ naea
1'0 (fvv'YJ{}e~, olov 'XaAfjm, {}eA'YJ(fl, {)W(ft" (Spenge1 III, 198.8). Ektasis in Peri methodou, however, is not connected with the lengthening of syllabies. It is not impossible that the word has been
taken over from discussions of vowe1length and then used some49) De comp. verborum 25; p. 268.19 in Roberts' edition. The verbal
forms "bcrdveTat" and "avaTiJ.ÄeTat" are in chapter 14 (Roberts, 140.18) in
a discussion of vowels. Cf. Ernesti, 99, who cites additional examples of
the use of ektasis and ekteino.
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what metaphorically, but we can find a more likely origin for
its utilization, if we look at two related verbal forms occurring
in the progymnasmata. First of all, in its seetion dealing with
myths, the Progymnasmata attributed to Hermogenes observes
that it is necessary "a1J7:0Vf; nOTe flev baetvBw, nOTe (Je avadAABtV".
The author then gives his instructions for "extending" and
shortening the presentation of a myth (p. 2.11-3.14). Interestingly enough, at the elose of the example of "ekteinein" (3. I2)
there appears the verbal form "&aTetßcov", obviously referring
to the way in which the extending is to continue 50). Another
writer of progymnasmata, Theon, employs forms of the verb
"lnB'XTetvetV", when he delineates ways of expanding the chreia.
Theon writes that we extend (lnB'XTetvoflBV) the chreia, whenever
we lengthen Cfl'YJ'X{J1JOtflBV) the questions and answers or some
deed or feeling contained in it (Spengel II, 1°3.28-3°; cf. Lausberg I I 19)' Ps.-Hermogenes' diatribe, of course, is not directly
connected with either myth or chreia. The appearance of forms
of ekteinein and epekteinein in discussions involving extension, and
thus, in fact, expansion, in these two exercises, however, suggests that ektasis in Peri methodou, connected as it is with the
"ßeaX{Of; (JtaVO~flaTof; 'ljßt'Xov", owes its utilization to a tradition
related to the technical usage of its kindred verbal forms. Somewhere in this tradition ektasis must have assumed a connotation
of lengthening associated not with the value of syllabies, but
with amplification or elaboration.
As important as ektasis in the definition of diatribe is the
phrase "ßeaXEOf; &avo~flaTof; ijßt'Xov", which establishes the kind
of extension involved in the figure, namely, the lengthening of
a "brief moral thought" (cf. Kenney as cited in note 10 above).
It is possible, however, that the adjective ethikos implies more
than just "moral" here. Ps.-Hermogenes elearly views diatribe as
a device which helps the speaker win his audience's favor. We
see this factor in the second half of the definition, which we
shall discuss presently. The emphasis on the orator's character
suggests that ethikos mayaiso have some connotation of character, rather than only the meaning "moral". Thus, we might
come eloser to our author's view of diatribe, if we render the
phrase "ßeaXEof; &avo~flaTof; ijßt'Xov" as "of abrief thought show50) See C. S. Baldwin, Medieval Rhetoric and Poetic (to T400) lnterpreted
from Various Works (Gloucester, Mass., 1959), 24, who renders diatribon
here as "dwelling on the incidents".
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ing moral character". Since this translation is rather cumbersome, however, we shall substitute the rendering "of abrief
ethical thought", where the English cognate is understood to
encompass both the idea of "moral" and the notion of character.
The change is slight, but it does provide a nuance which may
be in keeping with other uses of ethos and ethikos by PS.-Hermogenes (cf. 418.10 and above after note 30)51).
Astronger emphasis on character occurs in the second half
of the definition with the concept of "1'0 ij1}oc; LoiJ Uyovroc;" remaining in "Lff yvwflTl LoiJ d"ovovLoc;". The phrase "1'0 ij1}oc; LoiJ
UyovLoC;" has its own long tradition, extending back to Aristotle's
stress on the need for an orator to establish his good character
in the eyes of his audience, and it may have become something
of a topos by the time of Peri methodou 52 ). Both of the illustrations
cited by Ps.-Hermogenes give clear indications of the working
of this concept. Conspicuous in the basic thought ("all know the
arrogance of Meidias") and in the developed form of the prologue to Demosthenes' Against Meidias} the first of the examples,
is the emphasis on the bad character of Meidias. Reference to
Meidias' nature is an ethical thought, with both of the connotations of the word ethikos} and allows the speaker to show what
we might term "moral indignation" at the behaviour of his opponent (cf. Gregory of Corinth I I 51.23 ff.). This indignation
then creates a favorable impression of the character of the orator,
who is depicting himself not only as the victim of his enemy's
excesses, but also as a "right-thinking" person who, along with
5 I) For instance, Peri methodou uses ethikos in its discussion of asyndeton (427). Again, in seetion 20, the rrfhxo, öe"o, is delineated (435-436).
I will provide a more detailed investigation of ethikos in Peri methodou in a
future study.
The precedents in rhetoricalliterature for interpreting ethikos as "expressive of character" or "of moral character" are too numerous to list
here, ranging from Aristotle on to Cicero (Orator 37.128), Dionysius of
Halicarnassus (especially in his Lysias), Ps.-Aristides, and Hermogenes.
Valuable surveys of the topic are provided by ].F.Lockwood, "He/KR
AEE/E and Dinarchus", CQ 23 (1928) 181, andW.Süss, Ethos, Studien zur
älteren griechischen Rhetorik (Leipzig 1910). See also Solmsen, 2°3-2°4;
E. Schütrumpf, Die Bedeutung des Wortes ethos in der Poetik des Aristoteles
(Zetemata 49, München 1970); A.Hellwig, Untersuchungen zur Theorie der
Rhetorik bei Platon und Aristoteles (Hypomnemata 38, Göttingen 1973).
52) On the ''YJ1'}o, Toii ÄiyOVTO," cp. Aristotle, Ars Rhetorica I, 1356a
Iff., and II, 1395b 13ff.; Grimaldi, 61-62; Hellwig, 251-257 andpassim;
Martin, 96-97, 158ff., 257; Rhet. ad Her. 1,4-5 and Caplan, 14, notea;
Süss, 150ff.; TiXVrJ Toii noÄm"oii Ä6yov (Anon. Seguer.), Spengel 1,439+
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the "good men" judging his case, strongly disapproves of such
behaviour.
When we turn to the second illustration, we again find evidence for the importance of the speaker's character in Ps.-Hermogenes' view of diatribe. In the opening section of On the Crown
Demosthenes tries to win the goodwill of his audience through
two prayers, which stress first his own goodwill and then the
obligation of the judges to consider the laws of Athens and their
oath to hear both sides equally. Through these prayers the orator
provides a classic exa.mple of an introduction which aims at
securing the favor of the listeners by creating a good impression
of the speaker as an honest man 53). Further, this prooimion fits
weIl into the category of introductions described by Quintilian
as taken "ab actore". That rhetorician notes concerning a speaker
(4, 1.7), "qua.mquarn enim pauciora de se ipso dicit et parcius,
plurimum tarnen ad omnia momenti est in hoc positum, si vir
bonus creditur." Quintilian's remark suits our Demosthenes passage, since the orator does say lÜde about himself in it, but he
uses indirect means, notably prayers, to convince the judges
that he is a man of sterling character. Thus, we must acknowledge the importance of the idea of the good character of the
speaker in both of the illustrations and in the definition of diatribe. It is this emphasis on the orator's character which makes
it quite obvious that diatribe in Peri methodou is not the sarne
thing as the Cynic-Stoic diatribe, which dispenses moral philosophy in a popularized form, but which cannot be said to have
the creation oE a favorable impression of the speaker's character
as a primary aim.
As a result of our investigation of the key words in the
definition of diatribe, the predomi,nance oE the concepts of ex53) Wanke! I, 105-106, observes that of the preserved Attic speeches
only the Leocratea of Lycurgus begins with a prayer, although some fragments also show evidence of prayer. We should also take note of the invocation to the Muses at the beginning of Socrates' speech in Phaedrus 13,
237a. See be!ow at note 66.
The TiXV'YJ e7JToet"f} of Rufus (Spenge! I, 463.23-464.4) quotes the
opening of On the Crown as an example of a prologue drawn "ano :rr.eoaw7Wv,
fTrOt TOV lt5tov, {havlaVTOVr; avvtannp,ev". Further, the beginning of the speech
Against Meidias is cited by hirn (1, 464.4-8) as an instance of a prologue
drawn from the opponents (dvTtol"wv).
Hermogenes also uses On the Crown 1 as an example, including it in
his description of the ethical oath (Peri M. 327.2-3).
On Demosthenes' "Akzentuierung seines fJ{}or;" cf. Wanke! I, 106 and
145-146.
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pansion and of creating a favorable impression has become obvious. The importance of character may be unique to Ps.-Hermogenes and may not have been a standard feature of the figure
diatribe. We already have seen how Peri methodou describes plethos
in terms of the "moving of character". Further, the author sees
epentf:!ymesis as a device used to soften the nature of harsh
thoughts, a notion seen to occur nowhere else. We, therefore,
should not be astonished, if we find that diatribe in other writers
maintains its connection with "expansion" and with keeping
something in the mind of the audience, but looses its ties with
character, when it is viewed as a figure. Before pursuing this
facet of diatribe, though, we shall briefly consider what Ps.Hermogenes means by the extension of abrief ethical thought.
As was noted eadier, diatribe is a figure of speech for our
author. Thus, we would expect that its creation would depend
on words rather than on thoughts, although the word "thought"
appears in its definition. Verbal expansion is evidently what is
illustrated by the example from the speech Against Meidias.
There, instead of stating only that "all know the arrogance
(f:!ybrin) of Meidias," Demosthenes has expanded that simple
thought through the addition of "aaSAyew'V", almost synonymous with "i5ßet'V", through the use of the clause "fJ neo<; ana'Vra<;
ad xeijrat MetMa<;", instead of just "MetMov", and, finally, by
writing "ovCJi'Va ov{}'vflW'V ovu rw'V aAAw'V nOAtrw'V ay'Voel'V OlOflat",
rather than "na'Vu<; lau". All of these extensions of individual
words or short phrases involve changes in words rather than
thoughts. Analysis of the second instance of diatribe is less simple,
for Peri methodou does not tell us what it considers the undedying
thought or how much of the opening of On the Crown it regards
as the prooimion. Gregory of Corinth (11 52. 15 ff.) seems to have
thought that only the following section of the introductory sentence was meant 54): "llewro'V flh, Jj a'VCJee<; 'A1h]'ValOl, rol<; {}eol<;
evxoflat num "al naaat<;, öa'Yj'V ev'Vow'V l!.xw'V eyd> CJwreAw rfj u
nOAet "al nual'/J vfll'V, roaa{rr'Yj'V vn6.e~at flOl nae'vflw'V cl<; rovro'Vl
ro'V ayw'Va ..." Possibly the Byzantine commentator was trying
to make the illustration from On the Crown have a brevity equal
to that of the example from Against Meidias. Citing only this
54) I am quoting here from the text of Demosthenes, On the Crown,
ed. G. Mathieu in Demosthenes, Plaidoyers Politiques IV (Collection des Universites de France, Paris 1947), whieh is the text that I shall follow in discussing the oration. Gregory's text contains insignificant differences.
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part of the prooimion, however, is not satisfactory, for the syntax
of the sentence is not taken into account. After the word agona
which concludes the section quoted by Gregory, the passage
continues, "bl8l-D', 8n8e laTl /-ulAla-D' vnie vf-lwv xal Tij~ vf-l8dea~

8va8ßda~ 1'8 xal c5o.$1]~, TOVTO naeaaTijaat TOV~ fhov~ vf-liv, ßiJ Tdv
avr{c5lxov aVf-lßovAOV nOl~aaa-Dal n8el TOV nw~ aXOV8LV vf-la~ lf-lov
c58t (aXSrALOv yae av 8'L1] TOVTO Y8), aAAa TOV~ VOf-lOV~ xal Tdv 8exov,
lv 4> ned~ änaat TOt~ äAAOl~ c5lxa{ol~ xal TOVTO yiyeanTal, Td Of-l0Ü»~
awpoiv axeoaaaa-Dat." The verb dJxof-lal, which appears in the

first part, governs this section as weIl, a factor which seems to
indicate that we should view the thoughts in both segments as
a connected whole. Thus, the undedying dianoema would be
something like "may heaven inspire the assembly to give me
such a trial as my merits deserve and impartial justice dictates," 55)
or, put less elegantly, "I pray that your good will may be equal
to mine and that you may avoid prejudice and obey the law."
The idea that this sentence, and perhaps even the shorter one
following it (section 2), should be taken as a unit is reinforced
by the occurrence of a condensed repetition of it in On the Crown
8, noted by Holmes and Tyler (Il 5; cf. Wankel, 145; note 55),
who refer to the prooimion as "a solemn prayer reiterated shortly
after (8)." In 8 Demosthenes states " ... ßovAof-lal naAlv TOV~ {hov~
naeaxaMaat, xal bavT{ov vf-lWve15X0f-lal neWTOV f-liv, 8a1]v 8VVOlaV
exwv lyw c5la1'8AW Tfj 1'8 nOA8l xal naalv vf-liv, TOaaVT1]v vnae$al
f-lOl nae'Vf-lWV el~ TovTovl Tdv aywva, en81-D'8 Tl f-lBAA8l avvo{a8lv xal
ned~ 8vc5o${av XOlVfj xal ned~ 8vaiß8laV exaanp, TOVTO naeaaTijaat
naatv vf-livn8el TavT1]al Tij~ yeacp* yvwvat." This remark not

only is an instance of "ring composition" used within an oration.
It also shows us what section 1 might have looked like without
some of the expansions that make it an illustration ·of diatribe.
For example, the phrase "Toi~ -D8or~ .•. naat xal naaat~" is missing, as is all of the.portion on the juryman's oath. We shall discuss
the expansion of the basic thought in sections 1 and 8 presently.
The assumption that our example of diatribe must include
both sections 1 and 2, however, does produce one dif6culty. If
diatribe is a figure of diction, it seems odd that it should encom55) This compression appears in The De Corona 01 Demosthenes) with
Eng/ish Notes) ed. Rev. Arthur Holmes, revised by W. S. Tyler (7th. ed.,
Boston 1885), II5.
Regarding the importance of the opening vocatives and the "neWTOV
p,f:v", and for paralleIs in other speeches of Demosthenes, consult Wanke! I,
1°7-108. Wanke! I, lII, also notes the topos in "TOaaVTr}V ... vp,wv".
20
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pass so large a segment without affecting the thought. We should
remember, first, though, that the often blurred distinction between figures of thought and of diction in antiquity would allow
Ps.-Hermogenes to dass a figure, whose lengthy development
would make us want to call it a figure of thought, as a figure of
speech (see above at note 2.9). Further, many of the amplifications in land 2. are verbal and do not alter the basic thought,
although they strengthen it. We should not forget, finally, that
the word "brief" in the definition of diatribe refers only to the
thought and not to its expansion. Thus, parts I and 2. may be
treated as the example meant by Peri methodou, when it cites the
prooimion of On the Crown, without concern for the illustration's
length. With these aspects in mind, we now shall try to determine whether diatribe may be identified with any known rhetorical figure.
An attempt at identification of the figure is made by Ernesti
(83), whose remarks on diatribe were quoted above at note 2.. Of
course, the devices which he lists are not precisely equivalent.
Commoratio or "dwelling on the point", the Latin term for
epimone, might be apart of a digression (excursio or epeisodion),
for instance, but, according to rhetorical theory, the figure is
not a digression, but rather a means of emphasizing an important point. The Rhetorica ad Herennium and Cicero's De oratore
support this view. For example, the Rhetorica ad Herennium defines commoratio as "cum in loco firmissimo, a quo tota causa
continetur, manetur diutius et eodem saepius reditur" (4,45.58).
Further, this figure prevents the audience from removing its
attention "de re firmissima," and its locus is not "a tota causa
separatus", but rather "tamquam sanguis perfusus est per totum
corpus orationis." The notion of commoratio as something spread
throughout a speech may have led Ernesti to connect it with
diatribe, for Aristotle (Ars Rhetorica III, I4I8a2.7) weites of (ltaTf!tßar; spread throughout an oration 06). As we shall indicate below, however, Aristotle is weiting about digressions in the secS6) Ernesti undouhtedly was aware of the differences in the terms
which he cites (see ahove at footnote 2), and he must have intended for
them to he interpreted as possihle equivalents for diatribe, hut not as synonyms for each other. In his description of epimone (126), for instance, he
does not mention excursio or its synonyms, hut he does include commoratio
in una re from Cicero, De orat. III 52. We, therefore, should not assume
that Ernesti necessarily thought that commoratio and Aristotle's diatribai
were the same thing.
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tion just mentioned, and so we should not make the mistake of
assuming that commoratio and epeisodion (or excursio or digressio)
are synonyms. That the two are not equivalent is also clear from
Cicero, who distinguishes between commoratio and digressio. In
De oratore 3,202 (cf. Martin 135, note 3), for instance, the Roman orator, writing briefly about effective figures oE thought,
separately mentions "commoratio una in re" and "ab re digressio." Quintilian (9, 2.4; cf. Lausberg 835) makes the same
distinction, when he asks, "Quae delectatio aut quod mediocriter saltem docti hominis indicium, nisi alia repetitione, alia
commoratione infigere, digredi a re et redire ad propositum
suum scierit, removere a se, in alium traicere, quae relinquenda,
quae contemnenda sint, iudicare?" We shall treat digressio later,
in a discussion of diatribe in Aristotle, but for the moment it is
suEficient to note the distinction between digressio or excursio and
commoratio. Further, perusaloE the examples oE diatribe given by
Peri metbodou reveals that the figure as understood by Ps.-Hermogenes cannot be identical with digression. The passages cited
from On tbe Crown and Against Meidias may in no way be considered digressions, especially since they are the beginnings oE
the two orations.
Ernesti's combination oE diatribe and com/Roratio, on the
other hand, has much to recommend it. At the very least we
may point to the relationship between the two words, since both
may have the connotation oE spending time on something and
thus denote "dwelling on the point". Epimone, which we shall
use interchangeably with commoratio, shares the connotation of
spending time, for it can mean "tarrying" or "delay" (LS] 647;
cf. Thucydides 2, 18.3), as weIl as "dwelling on the point". Thus,
we easily may see how either of the Greek terms could have
been the predecessor oE commoratio, and also how diatribe could
be an equivalent term for epimone.
We already have looked at one definition of commoratio
(Rhet. ad Her. 4, 45.5 8) and at epimone as it appears in four rhetorical writings (see above after note 32). Before we drawany
conclusions about diatribe and epimone, however, it behooves us
to look further into definitions and examples of the latter. As I
mentioned earlier (at note 32), epimone (commoratio) occurs as both
a figure oE diction and a figure of thought. Commoratio, for instance, is listed among the figures of diction by the Rhetorica ad
Herennium (4, 45.58), but with the figures of thought by Cicero
(De oratore 3,202; cf. Martin 135, note 3). Neither of these
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works gives any reason for its classification. Lausberg (838) has
made some attempt at explaining how epimone or commoratio
could fit into both categories of figure.For him, epimone is a
figure of thought when there is an accumulation of sentences
(Satzhäufung), as this accumulation shows "gedanklich variierte
(also nicht identische) Inhalte in der Ausdrucksform eines Gedankens (dem Satz)." Examples are provided from Phoibammon
(Spengel In, 51.23), Tiberios (Spengel In, 74. II), and Isidore of
Seville (2, 21.43; Halm 521). Phoibammon, whose definition of
epimone as a figure of diction was quoted above (after note 32),
for instance, defines the figure of thought by calling it the "noAAWv bapoea neaypo:rwv, el~ naeaaTaaw "al Ö1}AWO'lV ev6~." His
illustration, based on the theme of showing that someone is
"serious", remarks, ""al VV"'T:O~ ova'YJ~ pi} "aeuewv l"'T:(k dvat
'T:WV ßtßAtwv lyee{}et~ avey{vwa"e. aßw{}iv'T:o~ öi 'T:OV AVXvov ov"
w"vet "al pa"eav 6öov ßaölCuv, Zva 'T:OV'T:OV a1jJn' a.öetnvo~ l"a{}evösv,
Zva pi} nOAv vnvwan·"
Under epimone in Isidore we find another series of sentences,
this time taking the form of the questions, "cui tandem pepercit? cuius amicitiae fidem custodivit, cui bono inimicus non fuit?
quando non aut accusavit aliquem aut verberavit aut prodidit?"
Tiberios differs somewhat from Isidore and Phoibammon in
that the illustrations of his definition are quite brief. One of his
examples was cited above in the discussion of plethos and to this
we may add his second instance, "ayet~, lAavvet~, Ötw"et~, av"ocpavui~" (which Lausberg lists under another kind of epimone,
his third division). In the first illustration the epimone depends
on a variation in nouns, while in the second the verbs, with
their subjects ("you") understood, satisfy only the minimum
requirements for complete sentences. The apparent dependence
on single words, whether nouns or verbs, tempts us to move
Tiberios' examples out of their classification as epimone involving
sentences and into that of epimone using single words (Lausberg's
third division). In both cases, however, the individual words do
occur in, and actually create, distinct sentences, and, thus, they
do not correspond to instances like those in Alexander (Spengel
In, 18), which employ a row of nouns within the same sentence.
Tiberios' illustrations, then, do fit in with those of the two other
rhetoricians, but, unlike those men, Tiberios does not consider
epimone a figure of thought, treating it instead among the figures
of speech. This factor reveals a weakness in Lausberg's system.
Lausberg apparently has relied upon amodern classification,
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based on his view of what the figure should be, and omitted to
mention that his classification of forms of epimone in terms of
figures of diction or of thought does not always agree with the
opinions of his ancient sources. To his first group, by the way,
we should add the anonymous Schemata dianoeas (Halm 72,21;
cf. Caplan 374), which defines epimone as "latine repetitio crebra
sententiae" and quotes the opening three questions of Cicero's
First Catilinarian Oration as its illustrations.
Lausberg next provides two categories encompassing epimone as a figure of diction (figura elocutionis). The first of these is
the accumulation of "mehrgliedriger Satzteile" and is a figure
of speech because it "belongs to" adiunctio (743; cf. Rhet. ad Her.
4,27.38). For his examples, Lausberg turns to Phoibammon
(Spengel In, 47.25), Zonaios (Spengel In, 162.n) and Anonymous Il (Spengel In, 176.8; see above after note 32). The definition and one of the illustrations of Phoibammon were quoted
above (after note 32), and here we need add only the second
example, which reports, "6 Ta l{la Aa{lß&.vwv, 6 btaßaAAwv {lf:
neOI; Tovi; q;O.ovl;, 6 lmßovAwwV {lOt navTaXov Tt nOtel, WI; bijAOV
ÖTt {ltaei. {le." In Zonaios we see epimone described as remaining
upon the same thing for the sake of amplification. Zonaios' illustration reads, "el yae TO Bv1;avTtov T* obwv{llV'YJI; oq;fJaA{lol;, yijl;
~a;' fJaA&.TT'Yj1; ÖTt ~eaTtaTOV, lc/Jal; ~a;' lanee{ov A~~ewl; avvbea{lOI;,
ell; f)v Ta naVTaxofJev a~ea aV1JTeSxet ~a;' öfJev aeXeTat." Finally,
Anonymous 11 gives adefinition resembling Zonaios' and cites
part of the same example, with minor alterations. To these three
instances of epimone formed with "sentence parts" we shall add
the passage from Demosthenes' Defaisa legatione 259, mentioned
as an illustration of the figure by Demetrius (280) in his discussion of deinotes. After defining epimone as the "le{l'Yjveta nAe{wv
TOV neaY{laTol;," the critic quotes an abbreviated version of the
following sentence: "voa'Yj{la yG.e, cL avbeel; 'A fJ'Yjva lOt, voa'Yj{la
CJetVOV l{l7linTw~ev ell; T~V 'EAAaba, ~a;' xaAenov ~a;' nOAAijl; TtVOI;
e1JTvx{al; ~a;' nae'v{lCßv lm{leAetal; beo{levov."57) The shortened
form, of course, is' the thought underlying Demosthenes' rendition and shows how the sentence would have appeared, if it
did not contain epimone and were not "deinon". Demosthenes is
the source for yet another illustration of epimone buHt from "sentence parts". In his comments on the figure Alexander quotes
57) I have quoted the Demosthenes text after G.Mathieu's edition
(111, Paris 1945; see note 54 above). Lausberg does not include Demetrius
in his descriptions of epimone.
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from Demosthenes' Against Meidias 74 (Spengel III, 18.6ff.; cf.
Walz VIII, 441) the complaint, "erd> b'v'lt'ex{}eov vljrpov-r:oc; ew{}e'll,
iJßeeL "al ov" o't'llqJ TOVTO 'ltOWV'llTOC;, e'lla'llT{o'll 'ltOAAW'll "al ~i'llw'll "al
'ltOAmV'll vßetl;,op.r;'ll." The sentence in the oration continues, ""al
-r:avT'lv [eei[> "al ol 'ltOAA~ P.Ot 'J}'ll a'llay"r; ßaM!;eL'll Xoer;yoV'llU" (ed.
].Humbert and L.Gernet, Paris 1959, vol. 2), although Alexander does not include this section. Here the thought "I was
assaulted by my insolent enemy" certainly has been expanded to
stress the gravity of Meidias' offense, and to portray his bad
character.
As was the case with Lausberg's first category, this second
grouping leaves itself open to criticism. First of all, Anotrymous II
and Zonaios list epimone as a figure of thought, not as a figure
of diction. Lausberg's classification would have been more accurate, if he had either mentioned this variation or avoided the
distinction between thought and diction altogether, keeping
only his divisions based on the use of sentences or "sentence
parts". Our second criticism involves the idea that epimone belongs to adiunctio, since the two figures actually are not related.
According to the Rhetorica ad Herennium (4,27.38), adiunctio occurs when the verb "quo res conprehenditur" is not put into
the middle of its sentence, but instead is placed "aut primum aut
postremum". This figure, sodefined, certainly is rather different
from epimone or commoratio. If we look at the examples of epimone
provided by Phoibammon, Zonaios, and AnOI!ymous 11, we see
that Lausberg apparently was misled by the form of the sentences given, which generally resembles those used to illustrate
adiunctio. Phoibammon's first example, for instance, with its repetition of prepositional phrases may have reminded Lausberg
of an adiunctio such as "deflorescit formae dignitas aut morbo
aut vetustate" (Rhet. ad Her. 4,27.38). The example cited by
Zonaios and the anonymous work, on the other hand, can in no
way be considered adiunctio, for the necessary verballinkage is
missing. Thus, while adiunctio may occasionally appear in passages illustrating epimone, the collocation of figures should not
be taken as an indication of a necessary relationship between
them.
Lausberg characterizes his third kind of epimone as the accumulation of individual words, a figure of diction, and he takes
examples from Alexander (Spengel III, 17.28), Tiberios (Spengel
III, 74.8), and Anonymous 1 (Spengel III, 147.19ff.). We already
have quoted two of Alexander's illustrations (after note 32
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above) of the figure, which he defines as dwelling "lnZ nÄeiov"
upon the same thought with amplification. Further, Tiberios'
description and cases have been treated in the discussion of
Lausberg's first c1assification. It should be emphasized here,
though, that Lausberg inc1udes only Tiberios' second example
under epimone involving sentences and puts the first example,
composed of single verbs, into this third category. We have
argued above that both examples fit into the "sentence" division, although, since the first illustration is composed of one
word sentences, we also could place it into category three, with
reservations, as a special case.
The third work given by Lausberg as an illustrator of his
final division is influenced either directly or indirectly by Hermogenes. The author of Anonymous I writes that epimone is a figure
in which "lq;'wv laxvwp,ev neayp,a:r:wv xewp,e{}a airrfi." The possible source for this remark is Hermogenes' Peri ideon 285,
23-24, where we read "-r:ai~ yae lnlp,ovai~ lq;'wv laxvop,ev neayp,a:r:wv xewp,e{}a."58) For its examples, Anonymous I cites Demosthenes' On the Crown 298 and 63. The first of these was
quoted in part above in our discussion of plethos. In reproducing
some of On the Crown 63 as its second instance, Anonymous I
seems to be re1ated to Hermogenes, for it inc1udes only that
section which Hermogenes has (P.i. 286, 1-3), omitting the "-r:ijv
ndÄLV" (which is not in Demosthenes' text), but retaining the
"l~ij~" indicative of the incompleteness of the citation.
Once again we must point out a difficulty in the c1assification. Tiberios is the only one oE the rhetoricians quoted for the
third kind of epimone who lists it as a figure of diction. Alexander,
Hermogenes, and Anonymous I all consider epimone a figure of
thought. As we stated above, Lausberg, making a valiant effort
to bring order to the material on epimone, apparently decided to
organize his three groups according to a modern view, rather
than strictly after his sources. In order to avoid confusion, however, we shall abandon the c1assification based on the type of
figure and distinguish forms of epimone according to their involvement with sentences, sentence parts, or individual words.
Obviously, we have delineated all of the kinds of epimone
because they have a bearing on our attempt to identjfy diatribe.
We demonstrated earlier that piethos in Peri methodou cannot be
epimone, although the two figures are re1ated. Now we shall
58) Concerning this passage and its relationship to Peri methodou, see
Bürgi (WS 1931),49-5°.
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reconsider the examples of diatribe cited by Ps.-Hermogenes to
see whether the figure diatribe corresponds to any type of epimone.
The first illustration of diatribe and its underlying thought
have been quoted and discussed above (see after note land
before note 54). There we indicated that the expansion was
produced by the insertion of the clause "fJ .. .Met(j{a~" and the
infinitive phrase "ov<5iva ... ayvoeiv", governed by oloflat. The
only extension involving single words is the addition of "7:~V
flEV aaÜyewv" to supplement the "7:~V iJßew" of the basic concept. Clearly Demosthenes is being redundant in appending a
synonym for hybris. He also is dwelling on his point, when he
brings in bis audience through the clause and phrase mentioned
and stresses the misbehavior of his adversary, thereby establishing the tone and theme of his exordium. Since the extension of
the thought (or dwelling on the point) is accomplished primarily
through sentence parts, we shafl put the type of diatribe represented by Against Meidias I into Lausberg's second category of
epimone. Examples such as Zonaios', with its phrases in apposition and clauses beginning with el~ ~v and ofhv, and Alexander's third illustration from Against Meidias 74, which features
the same kinds of development, justify tbis classification.
The prooimion of On the Crown also contains epimone of the
second type. As we noted above, section 8 of that oration shows
us how section I might have looked without expansion, although
the former still retains the clause oa'YJv ... VfllV and its correlative
phrase 7:oaav7:'YJv . .. aywva, which are part of the extension of the
thought underlying section I. If we assume that the theme of On
the Crown I is "I pray that your good will may be equal to mine
and that you may avoid prejudice and obey the law", we can see
that this sentiment is enlarged through sentence parts. Thus, instead of saying just evxoflat or 7:0l~ fhol~ eVxoflat, the orator adds
naGt xat naaat~69). The simple idea of praying that the jurors'
59) Wanke! I, 108-109, lists paralle!s for this doublet, and he also
notes, "nach Hermogenes ist das &n).aaUl.clat Ovop,a ein geeignetes Mittel,
eine für das Proömium genügende, aber auch nicht auffällige Redefülle
(nE{l.tßo).'Ij) zu erreichen: Inv. p. 107, 10-18 R".
In his discussion of prose rhythm (9,4.63-64 and 73), Quintilian
cites this passage. Cf. Dionysius of Halicaranassus, De comp. 18; Versur
Rufini v. c. litteratoris de comporitione et de metris oratorum (Halm 577, 14-21).
We should not ignore the possibility that considerations of sound and
rhythm, as weil as adesire to stress a point, have contributed to the expansion in On the Crown I.
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good will may equal Demosthenes' is expressed through a relative dause, 8arjV ..• vf-tiv, matched to its correlative infinitive
phrase, where the words f-tOt nue'vwJJ'v he1p to reinforce the eyw
and na.atv vf-tiv preceding them. Additional fulness occurs in the
use of lxwv eyw c5WTBAW, strengthened through its assonance,
rather than a mere lxw, and in the pointed iOVTOVt. In this first
half of the sentence, then, we have ample indication that Demosthenes is dwelling on his point by means of an expansion of
sentence parts. The second half contains similar kinds of amplification. For instance, the orator begins his appeal to his judges'
concept of justice by inserting the dause önee ... c56~'YJc;, which
utilizes a prepositional phrase to dwell on the piety and good
repute that is expected of the jurors. Certainly the dause is not
a syntactical necessity, for the infinitive nueuaiijaUt has a subject
and an object, iOViO and the phrases to which it leads. We, therefore, should count the önee dause as a sentence part added to
let the speaker emphasize his topic. Further analysis of this kind
would provide us with other illustrations of how Demosthenes
expands and stresses his point. For instance, instead of only reminding the jurors that they should remember the laws and
their oath to listen to both sides equally, the orator inserts the
dause ev 0/ ... yeyeaniat, another sentence part which is not
strictly necessary. Nor is the prepositional phrase nedc; . •. c5l'xutotC;
essential 59A). Both the dause and the phrase, however, allow
Demosthenes to linger over his theme and thus help hirn to
bring it strongly to the attention of ws listeners.
These instances which we have cited are enough to justify
our contention that the figure epimone is present in On the
Crown I. Further, it is irrelevant whether we follow Gregory of
Corinth and assurne that the epimone involves only the first half
of the sentence, or whether, on the basis of the syntax, we insist
that the whole sentence be taken into account. Either half of
the statement could serve as an illustration of the figure, if we
simplify the underlying thought by breaking it in two. In any
case, there is sufficient evidence to indicate that Ps.-Hermogenes
has chosen examples of epimone to illustrate his figure diatribe.
We, therefore, may assurne that he has given the name diatribe
to what most other rhetorical writers called a form oE epimone,
specifically the type deve10ped through sentence parts, and that
59A) According to Wankel I, I I 5, the phrase ne6<; ...
this clause is "eine geläufige Form der Peribole".

Ot~alOl<;
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Gregory of Corinth is at least correct in his assertion that diatribe
involves cola rather than the single words found in plethos (see
above after note 31).
There still remains the question of whether Peri methodou is
unique in its application of the term diatribe. To provide an
answer to this query we shall examine the relevant occurrences
of diatribe in two other sourees. The first of these is Aristotle's
Ars Rhetorica, IU, 1418az7 (cf. Ernesti 83), which is the earliest
use of diatribe with a connotation applicable to the present investigation. In chapters 13-16 of book III Aristotle writes about
the disposition (taxis) of a speech, which he views as having
four divisions (I414 b 7), i. e. introduction (prooimion), statement
of the case or narrative (prothesis or diegesis), proof (pistis), and
epilogue (epilogos). Chapter 17 and part of chapter 18 are devoted
to the study of proof, with the chief emphasis on deliberative
and judicial forms of oratory. Within this seetion Aristotle comments that the deliberative type of speech is xaAendn:eeov than
the judicial form (1418azl). He includes among his reasons the
tendency of deliberative to be concerned with "Ta piAAOV", while
judicial deals with the past. Further, judicial, unlike deliberative,
has the law as its starting point. The final contrast appears in the
remark that a deliberative speech does not have "nOAAa~ {uaTetßa~, olov neo~ avTt<5t"ov f} neel aVToiJ, f} naf}'YJTt"ov note1v. aAA'ij"tO'Ta
navu.vv, eav p'Y} e~lO'T'YJTat." Naturally, we are tempted to identify
diatribas with the figure diatribe, especially since the reference to
the speaker and his opponent would seem to fit in with the
notion of character stressed by Ps.-Hermogenes. Such an identification is difficult to maintain, however, in light of the advice
that Aristotle dispenses in 1418az9-n. There the philosopher
writes that, if one is at a loss, he should do what the Athenian
orators and Isocrates do. He then explains what he means by
citing the example of Isocrates, who ""al yae O'vp,ßovAevwv "aT'YJyoeei, olov Aa"eOatp,OVlwV p,BV ev T{[> naV'YJyvet"{[>, Xae'YJTO~ 0' ev T{[>
O'vp,p,axt"{[>" (I418a30-32). The attack on the Spartans comes,
incidentally, in Isocrates Panegyricus (IIO-II4), while the unfavorable references to Chares occur in the De pace (134 and
passim) GO). Aristotle next extends his discussion briefly to epi60) On De pace 134, see M.L. W.Laistner (ed.), Isocrates: De Pace and
Philippics, Edited with a Histori&al Introduction and Commentary (Cornell
Studies in Classical Philology 22, New York 1927), 122-123. Sandys, in
Cope, Rhetoric 111, 204, notes in identifying these references that the Panegyricus is a "Ä6yo, avpßovÄEVTtxO,", as its ostensible object is to advise Athens
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deictic oratory, in which one must vary the speech by introducing
episodes praising someone or something, such as those introduced by Gorgias (cf. Cope, Rhetoric III, 2°5; Martin 179)'
Aristotle's examples seem to indicate that what he means
by diatribas in 1418a27 is "digressions". Digression frequently
is mentioned by later rhetorical writers as parecbasis, diexodos,
digressio, excursus, and a variety of similar terms, denoting "a
description of a place, a person, an event, a myth or a legend"
and serving "to bring a relaxation to the mind of the hearer".61)
Of course, relaxation was not the sole purpose of digressions,
for they also, for instance, could arouse emotion or proeure the
favor of the audience (cf. Quintilian 4,3.1-17). The position of
digressions and their connection with the body of a speech were
topics of dispute among ancient rhetoricians. Cicero, for example, teIls us that Hermagoras believed that a digression should
come between the arguments and the conclusion of an oration,
and that a passage so placed should be "a causa atque a iudicatione ipsa remotam". Further, this seetion should contain "aut
sui laudem aut adversarii vituperationem" or "in aliam causam
deducat, ex qua conficiat aliquid confirmationis aut reprehensionis, non argumentando, sed augendo per quandam amplificationem."62) Cicero disagrees with Hermagoras, observing that
digression is not one of the parts of a speech and that praise
and blame should not be separate but should be woven in with
one's arguments (De inventione I, 5I, 97)' Quintilian also does not
consider the digression one of the fixed parts of a speech, and
he defines the egressio or parecbasis as the treatment "alicuius rei,
sed ad utilitatem causae pertinentis, extra ordinem excurrens
tractatio" (4, 3.14-15). What is important for our investigation
here is the emphasis in Cicero and Quintilian on praise and
blame, which we may take as corresponding to Aristotle's "ned~
arr:{Ötxov i) n8ei a{rr;oij", and the placing of digressions throughout an oration, just as Aristotle suggests for diatribas.
and Sparta to unite their forces against Persia, under the lead of the former
state, but incidentally it becomes a ").6yo, i:n:u5etXl'L"o,", when it praises
Athens (sections 21-98) and "digresses into the region of ).6yo, &"avL"o,",
when it attacks the Lacedaemonians (IIQ-II4).
61) Leeman 1,49. For the terms, consult Martin, 89;Volkmann, 164167, and Lausberg 340, who list the ancient sources which I shall be mentioning.
62) De inventione 151.97, quoted here from Hermagoras, Fragmenta,
ed. D.Matthes (Leipzig 1962), I fr. zza. Vide Fortunatianus (Halm 113.
15 ff.), Julius Victor (Halm 427.24ff.), and Martianus Capella (Halm 487.
6ff.).
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Ernesti (83) may have reaHzed that Aristotle was writing
about digressions in 1418a27 (see note 56 above), for this passage is the only one which can justify his indusion of excursio
and epeisodion among his equivalents for diatribe. J. E. Sandys in
Cope's commentary on the Ars Rhetorica (lU 203) cites Ernesti,
but adds an interpretation of diatribas as "'landing-places', where
the speaker may pause and linger for a while, and whence he
may even expatiate into a passing digression." For Sandys diatribai may be doser to the figure commoratio than to digressio J
although Cope, on whom he reHes, seems to have preferred to
interpret them as digressions 63).
Simple dwelling on the point, however, is not what is
taking place, for example, in the diatribe on the Lacedaemonians
in Isocrates' Panegyricus mentioned by Aristotle. That passage
dearly is a digression. Thus, we must reject commoratio (epimone)
as an equivalent for Aristotle's diatribas when the latter term is
applied to this example. The references to Chares (De pace) cited
by the philosopher, which never refer to the general by name
but only talk about hirn anonymously, on the other hand, seem
less likely to be digressions. Although the De pace is full of
digressions (e. g. 41 ff.), most of the attacks on Chares (such as
at 134) are rather brief and seem to qualify neither as digressions
nor as instances of commoratio. Brevity, however, is not the antithesis of digression. Quintilian provides us with some very short
illustrations of digressio induding (9,2.56; cf. Lausberg 341) the
remark "et adspexit me illis quidem oculis, quibus turn solebat,
cum omnibus omnia minabatur," from Cicero's Pro Milone 12,33.
Thus, assuming that the Roman rhetorician is using an established tradition, we may apply his concept to the De pace and
grant that slight departures from the main point may have
qualified as digressions, and that, therefore, diatribe in its plural
form in our Aristotelian passage is referring to digressions. In
addition, we should bear in mind the likelihood that diatribe was
not a technical rhetorical term for Aristotle, but rather was a
J

J

J

63) Sandys is relying on the following passage from E.M.Cope, An
InJroduction to Aristotle's Rhetoric with Analysis, Notes and Appendices (London
1867), 359: "again in public speeches, there are few landing places, as it
were, pauses in the main argument, where episodical and extraneous matter
may be introduced; they admit, that is to say, of very few digressions, for
which forensic speeches afford abundant opportunity; such as attacks upon
the opponent, exculpatory or panegyrical remarks upon oneself, or appeals
to the feelings".
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word chosen by him as indicative of a digression's tendency to
linger over a theme apart from, but related to, the main topic
of.a speech 64).
The other significant uses of diatribe by a rhetorician occur
in Menander's LJW{eWl~ 'HOY Enu'3ux:n"wY (cf. Ernestj 83)65).
Chapter 3 of that treatise provides us with several instances.
Menander is discussing invocatory hymns (kletikoi hymnoi), and
he begins by mentioning examples in which a deity is invoked
"from many places". Then the rhetorician writes as follows
(p. 34, 3·3): "TOl~ bi avyyempWat ßeaxvTieay Ti}y neel TaVTa btaTelß~y ayay"alOY y{yw{)m. ovu yue E" nOAAWY TOnWY "al xwe{WY
aya"aAeaOValY ovu Üp'i,,&aTov p,eTa btayeaqJij~J aAA'wanee ID.&TWY
öanee E~'YJyovp,eyo~ up dbel "sxe'YJTal." For his illustration from
Plato he quotes the Phaedrus 13, 237a, "i'iyeu bij Movaal A{yewlJ
du bt' c[;Mj~ elbo~ p,ovat"OYJ du bta ysyO~ TO AlYVWY TaVT'YJY Ensaxeu T~Y lnwyvp,{ay,"66) Menander then adds the observation
that Homer "EY "A'YJTl"ip xeijTat Tip erbet p,eTa Tij~ laoavAAaß{a~,"
and he cites the prayer of Chryses in Iliad I, 37-38,
. " 8~ Xeva'YJY ap,rplßsß'YJ"a~
K{AAay Te 1;,af}f'YJYJ TeYsbolO u lrpl ay&aaet~.
64) The only other occurrence of the word diatribe in Aristotle's Ars
Rhetoriea is in II, I3 84 b 9, and seems to be a nontechnical usage, meaning
"occupation or amusement" (cp. Cope, Rhetoric II, 82). Aristotle occasionally employs forms of the ·verb &uTQlßuv in Ars Rhetorica in the sense
of "dwelling upon" (see I, 1371 b 3 I; II, 1378 b7; III, 1415 b23; Cope, Rhetorie I, 223, II, 14, III, 175), and possibly this use has led some to think that
diatribas in 1418a27 must refer to "dwelling on the point" and thus be
commoratio.
65) For the text ofMenander we shall rely on C.Bursian, Der Rhetor
Menandros und seine Schriften (Abh. Bayer. Ak. Wiss., phil.-hist. Kl., 16 pt. 3,
1882), 30-68; cf. Spengel III, 329-367. Problems concerning the authenticity of the treatise and of the second work, entitled []liQl i:n:u5watxäw
(Bursian, 69-151), attributed to Menander, are discussed by Bursian, 1-29;
J. Soffei, Die Regeln Menanders für die Leichenrede (Beiträge zur kl. Philologie
57, 1974), 100-104 (see also 92ff.). The Peri epideiktikon, incidentally, has
only one example of diatribe, on p. 91.3, when Menander discusses a variety
of propemptikon which has ":n:Ä.dovu OtUTQtßT]v ..• :n:liQl Ta iyxWfltU".
Kustas, "Diatribe", 10, and footnotes Fand 33 on I I, lists most of
the occurrences of diatribe and related verbal forms in Menander, but he
neither discusses the passages cited nor realizes that diatribe in Menander
apparently is a figure. Cf. Ernesti 83; T LG 1359.
66) I am quoting from Bursian's Menander here. The Phaedrus passage (ed. J.Burnet, Oxford 1905, vol. II) actually reads, "AYliTli 01), W
~oiia~t, litT(; ?t' rfioijr; door; ÄtylitUt, litTli &a yevor; flovOtXOv TO Atyvwv TUm1]V
liaXliT e:n:WVVfltUV •••"
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If we continue our survey of this passage in Menander, we
encounter the remark that for a poet "l~ova{a 'l'lAetwv", while
for a prose writer "lAa-rTwl'" suffices (34,4), where greater and
lesser must refer to diatribe. The rhetorician next comments that
a suitable style for kletic hymns would be one "Te &' wea~
'l'leoi"ovaa ~al ~6ap,ov", and that for that reason poets "nk ~ta
Tetßa~ 'l'leOaAap,ßavovaw." Almost as an afterthought, the phrase
"aXf;p,aTa ~e Ta aVa~A1]Tt~a aep,onovTa" is added. Menander's exposition conceming the kletic hymn finally condudes with what
he terms a "not useless rule". According to this rule (3.6), if a
prayer follows the invocation (Tfi ~Af;aet), then "ln lAanwv t}
&aTetßf;" for both poets and prosaic authors. If, however, the
invocation would be "'!PtAf;", then the diatribe is "'l'lAetwV".
Diatribe again occurs in connection with the greater and the
lesser in chapter 4, where Menander discusses the valedictory
hymn (apopemptikos hymnos)67), which is found only among the
poets. In this form "&aTetß~V ~e lv~exeTat 'l'lAetova," not elattona,
as in the kletikos, where we want the god to arrive as quickly
as possible. The apopemptikos essentially wants the god to depart
as slowly as posslble and thus favors the longer kind of diatribe
(4· 3)·
The physikos hymnos, which deals with a god's "physical
qualities" (cf. Burgess 174), offers more examples of diatribe. In
his fifth chapter (p. 36) Menander lists Parmenides, Empedodes,
and Plato as writers of such hymns, and then he notes that the
Physikoi hymnoi are either expository or brief, depending upon
whether their authors are dealing with known or unknown
things. Thus, according to Menander, Plato tends to be brief,
while the two poets expound at length. Adding another distinction, the rhetorician differentiates between those who present
their material in riddles (i. e. the Pythagoreans) and those who
present it openly (such as the three authors mentioned). Those
like the Pythagoreans, further, need "ßeaXVT1]Ta," but the
others require "'l'lAetaT1]v ~al p,ey{aT1]v &aTetßf;v" (5.4-5).
There are three other chapters in the Diairesis ton epideiktikon
in which diatribe occurs. The first of these (chapter 6) concems
the mythikos hymnos, which Menander distinguishes from the
genealogikos hymnos (6.1-4), and which seems to be less congenial
to the diatribe than are other hymnic forms. After making a
67) On the kletikos, apopemptikos, and other types of hymns described
by Menander consult Burgess, I 74ff.
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remark which is corrupt in our text, the rhetorician writes (cf.
Cope, Rhetorie III, 203), "1] yae l~ova{a xai TOV XaTa aXoA~v Uyetv
xai TOV neetaT:BAAeW Toi~ JWt1}nxot~ xoal-'ot~ xai Tai~ xaTaaxevai~
oVTe xoeov ovu a1}c5tav nae{aT1}at - xahot ovx ayvow waavTw~[w~]
[VLOt TWV not1}Twv neoaqJeeova{ nva~ axateov~ c5taTetß&.~ - avyyeaqJevm c56 fj AoyonoLOt~ lAax{aT1} l~ova{a" (6. 4-5). There follows

a delineation of ways to present a myth, concisely but not baldly
(6.5), terminated by the observation that one will not lack methJ:
o ds excep t I:or
t hat one "h
t eorema" , name1y "'.\l
w~ maTet ß"
1} aneoaqJoeo~" (cf. 6.6).
Chapter 7, which describes the genealogikos hymnos, features
one usage of diatribe. Menander tells us that most descriptions
of the birth of a deity are contained in other types of hymn (such
as the mythikos), although they have been found separately (7.12). Then he remarks that, if the genealogikos section is interwoven
with other forms, then "length" must be allowed, but, if "xa{)'
aVTO e'{1} Ta I-'eeo~, ön ßeaxe{a~ c5eiT:at c5taTetßij~" (7.2). To this
passage we shall append one final reference which turns up in
Menander's discussion of how one should praise a city on the
basis of its habits or pursuits. In section 28 of that exposition
(pp. 66-67; cf. Spengel III., 365) the rhetorician mentions enI

eomia "Ta 1-'6V XotVa naVTO~ TOV xeOVov, Ta c5''{c5ta xatewV" (67.1).
The idia seem to be eneomia connected with speeches made at

festivals, assemblies, contests, or gladiatorial combats, while the
koina are those which have no such "cause". Mter making this
distinction Menander writes (67.3-6) that it is necessary, accordingly, that "TWV naV1]yvetXwV ye T~V 1tAeLaT1}v c5taTetß~V neei
TOV xateOV exaaTov noteia{)at," such as if there would be a festival
or an assembly or a gathering for a contest (armed, gymnastic,
or musical).
If we now try to determine on the basis of the passages
cited what diatribe is for Menander, we first must take note of
what it is not. Despite the fact that the examples in the description of kletic hymns are from addresses to deities, diatribe is not
identical with invocation, for the terms klesis and diatribe are
differentiated in 3.6 (p. 35; Spengel III, 33 5-336). Further, although we might be tempted to assurne that prooimia or opening
remarks of any kind are the favorite environment of diatribe, the
use of the word in reference to passages which have no set position (cf. 4.2, 5.4-5, etc.) forces us to abandon that premise. It
would have been interesting, of course, if all of Menander's instances of diatribe had come fromprooimia, as do the examples of
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the figure in Peri methodou. Finally, we cannot daim that diatribe
is the same as epitheton, since the term definitely is not connected
with epithets in the section conceming praise of a city (p. 67.
3-6).
These negatives provide us with a beginning but with little
else. Unlike the author of Peri methodou, Menander does not give
adefinite indication (such as a reference to lexis or gnome) that
he considers diatribe a figure. The dosest that he comes to any
"hint" of his views is to mention poetic "~6aflol~~aL .ai~ ~a
.aa~evai~" and then to state that he is not oblivious to the
existence of"unseasonable diatribes" among the poets (6.4). The
implication, certainly, is that diatribe belongs among the poetic
ornaments, a position which is rather vague but which could
mean that it is a poetic figure, and thus also a rhetorical figure.
The employment of the plural diatribas here in chapter 6.4 and
also in 3.4, however, would seem to point us away from an
identification of diatribe as a figure such as epimone and possibly
toward an understanding of the word as an equivalent for digressio or parecbasis, just as it seems to be in Aristotle. The content of Menander's remarks and examples, unfortunately, serves
as incondusive evidence, which again shows the dose relationship between commoratio-epimone and digressio (see above at note
56ff.). Certainly the illustrations from Plato and Homer do seem
to dwell on their respective points, if we take the underlying
thought to be adescription of some aspect of the divinities invoked. When Socrates calls on the "Movaal ).tyelat" in the Phaedrus, for instance, he dwells on the origin of the Muses' epithet.
At the same time, however, he seems to be digressing into an
etymological wordplay 68), rather than emphasizing anything
strictly necessary for his theme. Chryses, likewise, in addressing
Apollo, inserts two descriptive phrases which dwell on the god's
attributes, but which essentially digress fi:om the point at issue,
the punishment of the Greeks. Since epithets and descriptive
phrases are standard parts of invocations, however, we are making a nne distinction when we try to separate emphasizing something pleasing to a god from digressing into an ornamental pas68) Cf. G.}. de Vries, A Commentary on the Phaedrus 01 Plato (Amsterdam 1969, 82), who mentions the wordplay and notes that the listing "sE.s
... d.s" is "a standing trait of epicletic hymns"; Eduard Norden, Agnostos
Theos, Untersuchungen zur Formengeschichte religioser Rede, 145, note 3, and
146ff. on this trait.
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sage. The distinction between long and short diatribas which
Menander makes here (3.6) and his references to greater and
lesser diatribas (4.2, 5.4-5, etc.), on the other hand, may give us
a connection with digression, since digressio also is represented
by long and short forms (see above after note 63). Thus, the
brevity of diatribe in Menander's illustrations is no hindrance to
identifying the figure with digression, just as it is no barrier to
assuming that epimone is involved.
Still, we do have an example of epimone in which multiple
descriptive phrases occur. This is found in Zonaios (Spengel III,
162.II), and it includes three phrases and two clauses describing
Byzantium (see above on page 309)' Unfortunately, Zonaios does
not quote the rest of the sentence, and so we cannot discern
whether the emphasis on Byzantium's attributes has any connection with the main thought. The existence of such an illustration of epimone, at any rate, gives us some basis for arguing that
diatribe in chapter 3 of Menander could be the equivalent of
epimone just as readily as of digressio, depending upon how strictly
we expect such passages to adhere to the central part of a statement.
Perhaps one of the more persuasive arguments in favor of
diatribe as epimone, however, should be the improbability of the
appearance oE a digression in the opening sentence of invocations beginning a speech (as in the Phaedrus) or a prayer (as in
the lliad). Further, since the other instances of diatribe in Menander do not have examples attached, we must depend upon chapter 3 to give us the firmest indication of what the rhetorician
intended. Therefore, even though, in view of the frequent disagreements between rhetoricians noted by Quintilian and others,
one author's epimone might be another writer's digression, the
nature of the illustrations makes us tentatively inclined to identify diatribe in Menander with epimone. 69 )
In concluding now our involved study of diatribe in Ps.Hermogenes, Aristotle, and Menander, we shall again emphasize
certain key points. First, diatribe in each of the three authors
refers to a rhetorical device, which is either the figure epimone or
a form of digressio (although Aristotle may not be using the word
in a technical sense). Further, none of the comments by our
ancient sources justifies the assumption that their use of the
69) This problem needs further investigation, which I will undertake
in a future study.
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term may be employed as adefinition or illustration of the genre
popularly called the Cynic-Stoic diatribe. Ps.-Hermogenes' emphasis on the charaeter of the speaker and the nature of the
illustrations in' Peri methodouJ finally, are ample proof that his
definition has noconnection with the genre and ha.s been misapplied by those who have attempted to tie the two together.
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